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The contest for naming the correct population firure for the
City of Rockland inithe recent census was settled yesterday with
the arrival of the official figure of 8899. Actual receiving * Simates tn this (ourier-Gaaette contest concluded several weeks a«>
before the unofficial figures were released. The ?ve neJS^esT

mates in the many received are herewith listed:

Draft

Bradford Bray, Vinalhaven ........................................ ............

Leak*

Ada Pray. Vinalhaven ....................................................

-Ixx»e Mortar Chum*

xLSh-Crack* in Brickwork
(rjf ||F* *—J' '•*' Protruding Into
Id n—Chimney Ratricu „
I 1 ) Fl
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J/' 1 t j
( hiaiury Too bhort
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Bradford Bray Wins Census Contest

inmeys

Alfred E. Keyes, Rockland .....................................................
Elisha Brown, Vinalhaven ..... .................. .......................
Mrs. Fred S. True, Rockland ............ ......................................
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Dirt anti Soot Lodged
1
in Corner
Leak* Around Pipe
■Pipe Projecta Into
Chimney
Opening Not Cluaed
'Cleanout Door Io.**

Leaky flue pipe sometime* caused
J tiniiig of the Huc
, . tioi,- Also caused l»y having
tte pi|»- i-onnectiona without
l|t«i d.uiipeis in each.

Tuesday at the home of Mrs.
Ht Cleveland in Camden.
J F. Heal visited her daugh|Mr. Charlt - Rhodes in Rock| rt centl.v
Eliz.lxth Crockett ftf Rockt ently spent a day with
I Alice Tolinan.
v l.l. •• v.i without electricity
tome tune Thursday evening.

ITH THOMASTON
fi. m Cb nert is ill with bronpi.' timonia at his home,
i. Bernice Sleeper, local chairf .he iminittee to raise funds
Le Infantile Paralysis Foundap: 1 I.T the celebration of the
Birthday, has appointed
nnittee and requests that
meet at her home Tuesjt 7 in to complete plans for the
Mrs Charlotte Waterman,
II
O dfrey, Miss Ethel
Mr- Fllcn Nelson, Mr?.
Ir. v< - Mrs. Isabelle Jac.cM:
Frmlna Tyler, Mrs.
?• rton, Mrs Arline HopMi
f npi Makinen, Mrs.
a t’ JI .id. Mis., Louise Butler,
i
a Baum, Mrs. Carolyn
Mr Ruby Makinen, Mrs.
Makinen, Mrs. Annie Dennlir ticlcn Rackliffe, Mrs. Nalmer. Mr Aurelia Ripley, Mrs.
a
Mrs. Elizabeth
Mrs I.otta Crowley.

lie admires indicates what

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Editor, WM. O. PULLER
Associate Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
Subscriptions 83.00 per year payable in advance; single copies three
cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation anc very reasonable.
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1888 The Free Press
was established in 1855 and in 18f1 changed its name to the Tribune. These
papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
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PROVOCATION? YES.

CENSUS FIGURES ANNOUNCED
Rockland’s Population Is Now 8899 and

Knox County Has 27,191 Inhabitants
The Department of Commerce,
Bureau of the Census, has an
nounced the official population of
the Maine counties.
Knox County was found to have
27191 inhabitants, 8899 of whom
reside in Rockland. Camden is the
largest town with a population of
2554; Thomaston ranking next with
2533.
Here are the figures for Knox and
the three adjoining counties:
Knox County ...................... 27,191
Appleton towm ...........
641
Cainden towm ......................
3,554
Cushing town ......................
362
Friendship town ,...................
747
Hope town ....... -.................
524
Isle au Haut town ......
97
Matinieus Isle plantation ....
112
North Haven town ..............
460
Owl's Head town .................
609
Rockland city ............................
8,899
Rockport towm .....................
1,526
St. George town ..................
1,550
538
South Thomaston towm
2,533
Thomaston town .........
1.150
Union town ........... -.....
1,629
Vinalhaven town .......
1,458
Warren towm ..... . .......
689
Washington town .......
Islands not belonging
113
to any towm
Lincoln County ................... 16,294
339
Aina town
Boothbay Harbor towm........
2,121
Bremen towm ................
383
Bristol town ........................
1,355
Damariscotta town ............
844
Dresden town ......... -...........
631
Edgecomb town ..........
411
Jefferson town .....................
938
Monhegan plantation ........
115
Newcastle town „...................
994
Nobleboro ........... -...............
665
Somerville plantation ........
266
South Bristol town ..............
582
Southport towm ...................
405
Waldoboro towm .................
2,497
Westport towm ...................
Ill
Whitefield town ...................
962
Wiscasset town ...................
1.231
All other civil divisions ......
74
Hancock County ................. 32,422
Amherst town ......................
146
Aurora towm ......... -.............
81
Bar Harbor towm .................
4,378
Bluehill town ........................
1,343
Brooklin town .....................
666

Brooksville towm

Bucksport town ...................
Castine town ......
Cranberry Isles town ........
Dedham town ..... ..............
Deer Isle town ...........
Eastbrook thown .................
Ellsworth city ..... ................
Franklin town
Gouldsborough town ..........

805
2,927
662
334
293
1,303
188
3,911
742
1,068

Hancock town..........................

761

Lamolne town ......
454
Long Island plantation .....
119
Mariaville town ...................
132
Mount Desert town .......
2,047
Orland towm .................. „....
1,015
Orborn plantation .............
40
Otis town ...........................
134
Penobscot town ...................
680
Plantation No. 33 ............ .....
76
Sedgwick towm ....................
718
Sorrento town ......................
188
Southwest Harbor town......
1.260
Stonington towm .......
1,493
Sullivan town ......
801
Surry towm ..............
497
Swan’s Island town.............
452
Tremont town .....................
1,118
Trenton towm ......................
403
Verona towm ........................
391
Waltham town .......
157
Winter Harbor town ............
518
All other minor civil
divisions ............................
131
Waldo County ..................... 21,159
Belfast city ....... ...................
5,540
Belmont town .........................

213

Brooks towm ........................
Burnham town ....................
Frankfort town .......
Freedom town ....................
Islesborough town ...............

744
649
562
492
718

Jackson towm ...........................

299

Knox towm ...................... .....
Liberty town ........................
Lincolnville town .........
Monroe town ........................
Montville town ...................
Morrill town ........................
Northport town ...................
Palermo town ......................
Prospect towm ......................
Stockton Springs towm ......
Searsport town ....................
Sw’anville town ............. Thorndike towm ...................
Troy town ............................
Unity town ..........................
Waldo towm ...........
Winterport town .......... -

293
499
892
665
605
328
485
527
430
905
1,319
373
478
582
935
340
1.572

=

ELKS DINNER AND DANCE
JANUARY 22, NEXT WEDNESDAY, SEMI-FORMAL
DINNER WILL BE SERVED FROM 6.30 TO 8.30
DANCE 9.30 TO 1.03
TICKETS $1.00 EACH
Make Reservations bv Tuesday to Mrs. Earl Barron, Tel. 835
1
7-9

LACK OF DIGNITY?

ANNOUNCEMENT
DR. NEIL A. EOGG

It'ill Resume His Surgical Practice
on
EERRUARY 12, 1941.

155-20

, INC.

I wonder how many Sir Knights
of Claremont Commandery, K. T.
remember the pilgrimage to Farm
ington made in company with Dun
lap Commandery of Bath. Pilgrim
Commandery of Farmington was
the host and performed its pleasant
duty 100 percent. When was it?

Take up whatever newspaper you say and you will read
w’here hundreds of pupils are absent from school on account
of the grippe epidemic which is raging throughout New Eng
land—and the whole country, for that matter. In some cases
it is referred to as influenza, but if it is influenza it is appar
ently current in mild form, at least when compared with the
terrible spreads of the disease in 1918, when thousands of per
sons sickened and died almost over night. Occasionally we
hear the remark: “I had a very bad cold, but don’t know
whether It was Influenza or not.” If they didn’t know it as a
certainty they didn't have influenza. That disease is often
attended by decease, but the survivor is never left in doubt.

CARLTON BRIDGE TOxJ-S
(Bath Daily Times)

At the present time there is more or less talk of the Ken
nebec bridge being freed of tolls on or before May 1, the latter
date being when the bridge bonds are due. If at that time it
is found that the funds collected have been sufficient to meet
the conditions of the act approved by a referendum vote of
the people, there would be, it is said, nothing else to do than
for the executive council to declare the bridge free of tolls.
Whether the necessary amount has been collected and is
available for caring for the bonds and interest on or before
May 1 appears to be more or less of a question and Attorney
John P. Carey, Jr., representing the interests of the City of
Bath, suggests that there may be a sufficient tangle so that
the matter will have to go to the Maine Supreme Court for a
decision.
At this time there Is a demarifl that something be done to
remedy the dangerous traffic conditions at High and Center
streets and it is said that the survey of the Maine Highway
Commission provides for an underpass at High street and
the clearing of a straight highway to the bridge approach.
While no official figures have been given as to the cost it is
said that it would reach about $250,000 to complete the plan.
The proposal made in some quarters now is that, when the
•funds are sufficient to comply with the act making the bridge
free, the executive council so declare it and that there then
be a bill passed by the legislature, which would not require a
referendum vote, as no bond issue would be required, placing
p. new toll schedule on the bridge amounting to say one-half
the present rate and that this toll be retained until such time
as the underpass and straight highway to the bridge approach
have been paid for and a sufficient fund reached to pay its
maintenance costs.
It is held that the Highway Department will not have
sufficient funds at its disposal to build the underpass and high
way to the bridge approach for a number of years without
some such plan being devised. As prosperity will be prevailing
for several years at least it is suggested that now is the proper
time to get this improvement and remove the dangerous inter
section at Court and High streets.

Frank P. J. Carleton

In the death of Frank P. J.
Carleton Rockport has lost one of
its oldest and most respected citi
zens. Capt. Carleton died Monday
at his home after a year of failing
health.
He was bom Sept. 14, 1852, son
of the late Philander J. and Sarah
(Babb) Carleton. The eldest of four
brothers, he outlived them all and
was the only survivor of his family.
At an early age he started going

to sea and as Captain of different
vessels, made many foreign voyages.
Hts interesting tales of adventure
in foreign ports will long be remem
bered by many of us.
Capt. Carleton was senior mem
ber of the firm of Carleton, French
Ac Co. of Camden, a business of
which his father was one of the
founders—then-known as Carleton,
Pascal Co.
He was also a member of the old
firm of Carleton, Norwood Co.,
which engaged in shipbuilding and
limebuming for many years. On
the death of his father he and his
brother the late Ralph W. Carle
ton, continued the business until
1901 when the kilns and quarries
were sold to the Rockland-Rock-

Top, taking cover stone from John C. Meehan & Son’s quarry at Clark
Island. Middle, a stone weighing approximately five tons being loaded into
a truck for use at the rear of the Community Building. Bottom, highway
markers, guard rail and anchor stones.—Photos by Supt. Alfred C. Hocking.

The above scenes depict activi
ties in connection with the quarry
ing and shipping of granite used
for various purposes in Rockland
WP_A. work.
The stone is being taken from
the quarry of J’ohn C. Meehan &
Son at Clark Island, the character
of which is such that it is es
pecially adapted to the purpose for
which it is being used in Rock
land.
Several orders have been received
from this city during the Fall and
Winter, the last being for 7000
square feet of cover stones a good
part of which were 11 feet long
and 5 feet wide measuring from
6 to 12 inches in thickness.
This material is furnished in the
progress of uncovering an addi
tional section of the Clark Island
quarry, eight to 10 feet of stone
being removed in layers which
ranged from six inches to a foot
in thickness. Below this strata
are found the clear sheets, used
for the manufacture of curbing
and monumental stone. Much of
this granite is what is known to
the trade as “seamed face.”
Bridge and culvert stone has
been shipped toy the Meehans in
to nearly every town of Knox
County, and one consignment
went to Portland. Fifty tons of
thin flagging found their way in
to the terrace of the Clifford
Lodge premises at Warrenton.
Steps, walks, foundations and
chimney’s are among the vehicles
used for this production.
The peculiar formation of the
Clark Island quarry lends itself

to the demand now coming from
all parts of the State for boundary
markers, 6x6 inches square and
four feet long, into the top of
which is carved the letter “H".
These are used on every Federal
Aid road in Maine and on many
of the State Aid roads. The Mee
han company furnishes 90 percent
of the guard rail anchor stones
used on Maine’s Federal roads.
Since last Spring a W.P.A. crew
of from 30 to 40 men has been
working at the Clark Island quarry,
working on stone to be used by
W.P.A. projects in Rockland. The
company provided special "berths''
for them, and the cutting has
been done by hand labor. The
product is shipped to Rockland in
trucks, and in this manner many
hundreds of tons of stone have
been provided for the city of
Rockland at a saving to the lat
ter of thousands of dollars.
“Impossible but for the W.P.A.
and the splendid co-operation of
John Meehan & Son and Supt. A.
C. Hocking,” said Mayor Edward
R. Veazie. ‘T have yet to hear of
a flooded cellar since the work
of widening and straightening of
the brooks was completed.
“After we had exhausted local
sources of supply ikiln stone, etc.)
we had to seek the required stone
elsewhere and were able to make
arrangements with Supt. Hocking
on terms advantageous to the city.
Otherwise we would have been un
able to carry on the work, as the
city's sponsorship of the materials
would have represented an exces
sive cost.”

port Lime Company. They carried
on the shipbuilding for a short
time, building four vessels before
closing that branch of the business.
After retiring, Capt. Carleton
spent the rest of his life in his na
tive place.
Always genial and
kindly, he will be greatly missed by
his many friends in Rockport and
Camden.
He is survived by a niece, Mrs.
Homer H. Coleman of Sanford,
Florida, whose mother Jessie Carle
ton Thayer was a sister by adop
tion and by Mrs. Coleman’s daugh
ter, Mrs. Robert C. Trimble of Bra
denton, Florida.
Services are being held this
Hiursfiay afternoon at his late resi
dence in Rockport at 2 o’clock. Rev.
Winfield Witham, pastor of the
First Congregational Church of
Camden, officiating.

CARNIVAL SEASON OPENS

The first of the 1941 series of
Maine Winter carnivals will be
staged here at Livermore Falls
(Jan. 18-19) under the auspices of
the Abenaki Ski Club, now in its
second season. Slalom, cross coun
try, downhill and jumping events
will be held for juniors Saturday
afternoon and similar events for
seniors on Sunday afternoon. All
except the downhill race will be
staged at the Deane Farm, a quar
ter of a mile from town. The Sun
day afternoon events will bring to
gether competitors from the Chis
holm Outing Club at Rumford; the
Rockland Ski Gulls, the Farmington Outing Club, the newly formed
Kenny Head Outing Club at Wil
ton; the Edward Little High School
ski team; the Androscoggin Ski
SNOW CONDITIONS
Club of Auburn and the Conen Ski
At the Snow Bowl; 5 inches ers of South Paris. First, second
packed surface, good skiing, and third place medals will be
skating and tobogganing. Me- awarded by the host club.
gunticook trail, 7 inches settled
powder, 5 inches hard base, ski
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
ing good.
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The Black Cat

(By The Roving Reporter)
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STONE FOR ROCKLAND'S USE

Things have come to a pretty pass when a man occupying
the exalted position of President of the United States, and a
man who is one of the ablest members of the United States,
Senate, should Indulge In vituperative argument such as might
be heard in an angry discussion on some street comer. Presi
dent Roosevelt and Senator Wheeler of Montana are as far
apart as the poles on the question of international policy. Dis*
cussing the “lend and lease” program in Washington Sunday
night Senator Wheeler charged that it was a policy which
would “plow under every fourth American boy.” Exaggerated
and ill-chosen words no doubt and capable of affording much
provocation to the sponsor of the “lend and lease” program,
but the country was hardly prepared for President Roosevelt’s
retort that his critics were guilty of the “rottenest” and "most
dastardly untruths.” In rebuttal Senator Wheeler simply
said: “Apparently the President lost his temper,” and ex
pressed the hope that his “plow-under” statement would prove
untrue. But he reaffirmed his opinion that “every speech of
the President leads the country a step closer to war.” Mean
time has anybody ever read where the President expressed
either satisfaction or gratitude at the sportsmanlike attitude
of his late opponent, Wendell L. Willkie?

Death of Rockport Man
Who Had Been Prominent
In Business and Industry

■-■BSUaWS!

THREE CENTS A COPT

[EDITORIAL]

Ti e cash award was today mailed to Mr. Bray at Vinalhaven

]— Brick Wedged in Chimn.
Offset Causes Draft Iat«

Rockland, Maine, Thursday, January 16, 1941

Thursday
Issue

few encouraging words

make all the difference. Keep
in touch with that boy or girl
by telephone.... It costs little.

TELEPHONE TCHTEC N/GHTE AFTER 7

The yearly accounts of the Town
of St. George for 1940-1941 will
close Feb. 3, 1941. All persons hav
ing Bills or unpaid Taxes for set
tlement are requested to present
them on or before Feb. 1st, 1941.

Fred R. Smalley, Almond C. Hall,
Ralph L. Simmons, Selectmen of
Town of St. George.
Joseph T. Simmons, Collector and
Treasurer.
7-9

If I had my life to live again I
would have msdc a rule to read some
poetry and listen to some music at
least once a week. The loss of these
tastes is a lo6s of happiness.—Charles
Darwin

Plot’s SE LINDA
Pious Belinda goes to prayers.
If I but ask her favor:
And yet the silly fool s in tears
If she believes I'll leave her;

Would I were free from this restraint,
Or else bad hopes to win her:
Would she could make of me a saint,
Or I of her a sinner.
— William Congreve

the Rockland team at that time
were O'Malley, Murphy, Perry,
Gendreau and Smith. On the
other teams mentioned were these
players, all of whom will be well
remembered by hundreds of old
polo fans in Knox County: Port
land—Campbell, Whipple, McKay,
Turnbull and Allen; Lewiston—
Tarrant, Walton, Fitzgerald, Furbush and White; Bath-*-J. Mooney,
McOilvray, E. Mooney, Murtaugh
and Burgess. Will any reader of
1 this paragraph ever forget the way
i they used to hiss Furbush, the
Lewiston halfback? Bronx cheers
had not been Invented then.

A pert little tiger and calico kit
ten found her way into The Black
Cat contest and although she did
not qualify as to color, no other at
tributes appeared to be lacking.
Originally she was the property of
Rev. and Mrs. C. Vaughn Overman
of Rockport who gave her to Mrs.
Minnie Paul of that town. Thc
mother to this kitty, "Martha Over
man" is said to be the only cat
Here are a few other items I
which ever lived in the Baptist
notice in this 1898 Issue: The State
parsonage.
Prison had 177 inmates.—Roller
An amazing incident at The Polo was being played in a new
Brook on one of this week's sub ! rink at Rockport.—Miss Mae Sulzero days was the appearance of a | livan entertained the E N. Wliist
well known citizen hatless and Club.—Capt. Oscar Crockett with
coatless, running for dear life and drew the steamer Tremont from
holding aloft a double-header ice the service and was to have a new
cream cone. Walter, how could boat.—Mrs. Mark L. Gilbert died.
you?
—The North Breeze Club was en
It may not be King’s English tertained by Mrs. Parks Buker.—
(more likely Pershing Yankese) but Nathan A. Packard had a narrow
it certainly is expressive and de escape from being run over by a
cidedly apropos to the setting—the train.
form of asking for the sugar which
Miss Louise McIntosh of Rockland
One year ago: Lendon C. Jackson
encountered on being initiated to
Army life at Fort Williams, Port was elected treasurer of the Knox
land, where she is employed as County Trust Company, Zenas
senior stenographer.
Shades of Melvin being made assistant treas
mother’s precious little Johnny! He urer. P, P. Bicknell Joined the
no longer says with punctilious board of directors—John Maninen,
courtesy, “Please pass the sugar,” 62, of Warren was found dead on
but rather, ‘‘Shove along the side Myrtle street, a victim of heart
disease—Carleton A. Simmons was
arms."
appointed postmaster at Friend
A Union friend sends me sev ship.—Edward O Day died at the
eral copies of the Rockland Star, age of 65 years—Mrs. Herbert Linpublished in the late 90s. I find nell, 80, died in Thomaston.—
special interest in the edition of Charles D. Lindsey of Rockland
died at the age of 69 |years.—The
Feb. 5, 1898, because it contains Knox Hospital School of Nursing
reports of several games in the graduated nine students. Dr. Wil
Maine Roller Polo League—of liam Eilingwood gave a brief ad
happy memory. The players on dress.

CONG L CHURCH PROSPERS
Reports At Last Night’s Annual Meeting
Extremely Heartening; 263 Members
The annual meetings of the Emery, Mrs. John O. Stevens, and
Rockland Congregational Church Mrs. Harold Leach.
The resignation of Frederick
and Parish societies were held last
Bird
superintendent of the
night in the vestry and there was churchasschool
was accepted with
a good attendance in spite of the regret, and Edwin Edwards Jr. was
cold weather and the prevalence elected to fill his position.
of “flu” and grippe.
Jarvis C. Perry, deacon emeritus,
John Pomroy, chairman of the who has served this church as dea
board of trustees, presided at the con for 36 years, presented the
Parish meeting in place of the
church with the pair of beautiful
moderator, Ensign Otis, who was
seven-branched candelabra which
out of town. Re-elected to office
he has so often loaned for the Eas
were: Ensign Otis, moderator; ter and Christmas services.
Joseph Emery, treasurer; Jesse E.
The rejxjrt of the minister. Rev.
Bradstreet, clerk; John M. Pomroy,
Corwin H. Olds, revealed one of the
chairman of trustees. New trustee, most successful years of his pas
Everett W. Humphrey. Expendi
tures in excess of $5000 were re torate, and the average attendance
ported, balanced with equivalent of adults at the morning service
receipts, leaving all bills paid and showed an increase of 10 over the
average of the past three years.
a balance in the treasury.
The
membership of the church now
During the year extensive repairs
stands'
at 263, a considerable num
were made to the church property,
ber
of
whom are non-resident,
including repairing the roof, the
Mrs.
Horatio
Cowan reported a
foundation, the windows and the I very successful year
for the Wom
ceiling, ano complete interior re
an
’
s
association,
of
which she is
decoration of the auditorium and
president.
the vestibule. <The total cost of
Organizations within the church
these repairs was $872). The Wom
not
previously mentioned include
an's Association has also renovated
the
following:
Pilgrim Pathfinders,
the kitchen and the rear hall .
boys
of
10
to
12 Troop 206, Boy
A budget of $4500 was adopted for
Scouts
of
America,
Charles Hav
1941, but a project of further re
ener,
Scoutmaster;
Comrades of
pairs involving an additional $600
the
Way,
for
Boys
and Girls of
was also set forth as an objective
High
School
age;
Pilgrim
Fellow
for this year. All members of the
ship, for young single people of
Parish who have not already made
both sexes over High School age;
their pledge for the coming year
Pilgrim Homemakers, young mar
are asked to be at home to receive
ried
The Rounds Mothers,
the canvassers on the last Sunday The couples;
Diligent
Dames, The Girls’
afternoon of this month.
Chorus; and two other groups who
At the meeting of the Church So carry’ on without publicity.
ciety, officers re-elected for the
With active organizations for
ensuing year are: James E. Stev every age group, and an excellent
ens, moderator; Jarvis C. Perry, record of achievement, the Con
clerk and treasurer; David S. gregational
Church enters 1941 as
Beach, deacon for four years; Mrs. one of the city’s flourishing organi
Frederick Bird, superintendent of zations.
the Primary department. Elected
to the Music Committee were: Jar
vis C. Perry, Mrs. H. A. Buffum, COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
WORK W0NPRK9
Mrs A. J Bird, Mrs Charles A
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hath made the earth by his
power, he hath established the
world by his wisdom, and hath
stretched out the heaven^ by his
understanding.—Jer. 91: 15.
He

Book Review
(By K. S. F.)
There comes this month from th-1
fine publishing house of Doubleda
Doran and Company, New York a
book sincerely and spiritually cc .j
piled by one of our most beloved
brilliant minds of today. T1'
entitled “The Mother’s Anthol y,’’
that William Lyon Phelps 1.
brought together lor this excclh
and memorable collection ol the
rarest written prose and verse about
mpthers. I believe it to be the finest
collection yet conceived and put
under one binding.
Mostly, this bock is compiled from
the pens of distinguished authors,
as all hearts come under the spell
and gleam of mother love. When

FFATStfROWER

It Arne
TV Uliei oporIS liems

Winter

! shde and skatin8 area at the Snow
Bowl were all kept busy this weekThe sleet storm last weekend end bv Winter sports enthusiasts,
• * • •
r»
n «a ncron tthe
nu ruuriw
changed
plans m
of ak wriiim
group <11
of
Rockland Ski Gulls who hal
The Sncw Bowl has a busy
planned to sidestep the Megunti- schedule this week. Tonight there
cook Trail. Ice forming on the will be a supper served from 6 to
J road which enters from Route 1 8 for directors and guests of the
made it impossible to get to the Club.
Saturday the Epworth
trail. The C.C.C camp plans to League of the First Methodist
have this road sanded for the Church of Bangor wnfi be guests
coming weekend. The entrance to at 'he Snow Bowl; and Sunday
the trails from the Youngtown the Penobscot Valley Ski Club of
road is not so hilly as the Route Bangor plans to visit the slope at
1 entrance and is also passbale. Camden.
• • • •
A group of CCC. boys, headed
The ski tow and slope, toboggan
by Walter Katon. of Augusta, gave
we find this name William Lyon their time and services last Fri
Phelps attached to any written word day to put up the hockey rink.
we wish to have time for deep con- which is now ready for the season.
sideraticn of what he has to say. A hockey team at the camp is
One illustration I dare to use in this being formed.
• • • •
renew to illustra'e the sentimental
app?£; 0; ». cnJr? work Watching the construction of
.,o KtR
the new ski jump at the Sncw
„
"
.
_ .
Bcwl is one of the newest Winter
sports. A group of C.C.C. boys
And ’l‘r 1 ar ‘*r-^ Classics lie dusty, not oniy performed a vrey difficult
for tot*,
But wh <• '•ertnin small books may job ini getUng the frozen ground
alwaj.. be had,
Strange-’.:f‘ ' volumes that make her prepared for the cement hut quite
heart glad.
a dramatic one in getting seme
Must fix Jim's shirt.
huge
rocks cut of the ground.
Buy llalen s skirt.
• • • •
Shoes for Dad . . .
Her heart la a mwsic room. wh«
Considerable interest is ex
Schubert's, Bach's,
pressed in curling for those who
And Beethoven's works lie In cc
webby stacks;
l-.ke to participate in outBut where songs well-dusted are . would
,
always near.
door W inter sports but wish someFunso
?>’ queer, songs' whose names are thing a little less strenuous than
little Helen’s "Whvs"
‘skating or skiing. This old Scotch
eye8
i ?ame, which is played with curling
Her lingers are a game room, where 1 ones on
i® growing in
now unused.
popularity in this country along
Lie tennis balls, whist cards, the old with Winter srsnrta
organ, bruised;
n wmter sports
But where never a thought Is given I
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ANCIENT GREECE,
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Because she's a wonder at new games i
group of 16 members of the
she knows;
Rockland Outing Club chaperoned
Favorite desserts.
by Miss Mary Lawry and William
Ironing shirts
Mending clothes
Whiting of* the High Schcol facul
Her eyes are an observatory, where ty, enjoyed the skiifig and skating
Mercury.
Mars, Venus, Neptune are too distant and hid supper at the Snow Bowl
to see;
last Wednesday night.
But where certain brief stars make
• * * *
all others dim
Her oddly named planets that her
Officers of the Camden Figure
eyes brim;
i Skating Club, which comprises
Dad
Helen
about 25 members. have been
JUu . . .

elected as follows: Jimmy Went
Both prose and poetry are used worth, Hope, president; vice presi
PUT MUSCLE
EXTRA
in this excellent anthology so dents. Pauling True. Philip Went
IINVbUft McSToR worthy to be in every home.
worth, Hope;
secretary', Nina
Start; treasurer. Phyllis Arnold.
Plans fcr an ice pageant during
the Carnival are made and regu
lar meetings of the club will be
held twice weekly.
Perry Greene’s Pure Bred

Basketball Battles

CHINOOK DOGS

Morse High School boys defeated
Rockland High Tuesday night, in
an interesting game which ended
38 to 27. Morse was leading at
the end of the first period 9 to 8,
Rocklar.d surged into the lead dur
ing the second quarter, and at the
half was ahead 18 to 15. Morse
came back strong in the third
period, and took a lead, that Rock
land did not threaten thereafter.
The height of the Bath boys proved
to be an advantage, as they pushed
in rebound time after time.
Peasley was the scoring ace for
Morse, and fcr Rockland Butler

ARE FED ON

DOW’S DOG FOOD
For Sale By

ROCKLAND TALLOW CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

DOES FORD PAY GOOD WAGES?
Here are some pacts about Ford Labor.

During the year ended November 30th,
1940, the Ford Payroll throughout the
United States averaged 113,628 hourly
wage earners, not including office em
ployes, students, or executives. They were
paid $185,105,639.12. On this basis, the
average annual wage was $1,629.05.

According to the latest available govern
ment figures, the annual average wage of
all workers in employment covered by
old age insurance law was $841.00.
If the 45,000,000 workers of this country
received the same average wage as Ford
employes, they would have had additional
wages of more than $35,000,000,000, thus
increasing the national income about
50%. Think what such an increase would
mean to the workers of this country and
to the American farmer, whose prices are
based on the national income.

parison of compensation insurance costs:
The national average rate in automotive
manufacturing plants as computed by the
National Association of Underwriters is
in excess of $1.50 premium on each $100
payroll. The Ford cost of workmen’s
compensation is less than 50c.

This indicates that the chance of injury
in a Ford plant is much less than in the
average automobile plant.
The Ford Motor Company has no age
limit for labor, and in fact deliberately
attempts to keep older workers working.
The average age of Ford workers at the
Rouge and nearby plants is 38.7.

A recent check-up shows that nearly onehalf the workers at these Ford plants were
40 or over, falling into these age groups:

25,819
14,731
3,377
417
12

Wage scales in the Ford Rouge plants are
divided into three classifications:

Unskilled . . .
Minimum hiring wage . 75c per hour
Semi-skilled . . .
Minimum hiring wage . 80c per hour

Skilled . . .
Minimum hiring wage . 90c per hour
Higher wages are in consideration of
ability and years of service.

Minimum wage scales for unskilled labor
at the Rouge plant are the highest in the
industry. Top wages for skilled labor
compare favorably with, or are higher
than, wages in other automobile plants.
Now some facts on Ford labor conditions:

Not only are sanitation and other health
conditions the best in the industry, but
Ford also leads in safety devices for the
protection of employes. Proof of
this is found in the following com

FOR

between40
between50
between60
between70
between80

and
and
and
and
and

50
60
70
80
90

In addition to the so-called regular em
ployes, the Ford Motor Company has
hired, and now has on the payroll, at the
same regular hourly wage, thousands of
workers who are blind, crippled or other
wise incapacitated for normal productive
work. They are not selected for their
ability to build cars or to maintain the
plant. They are on the payroll because of

World’s Largest Bobsled
Will Feature the
Carnival Activities

Id
2
38
Rockland High (boys) 27
G.
F. Pts.
Small, rf .............. 0
0
0
Chaples, rf ........... 12
4
Butler, If ............. 2
3
7
Harrington, c ..... 2
2
6
Smith, c ... ............ 113
Ames, c ................ O
0
0
Cates, rg ............... 2
2
6
MoConchie, lg .... o
i
i

COMPANY

SUPER

AP
Trade at
A&P
save on all
your food
__
needs!
We’re happy to co-operate
with the Federal Surplus
Foods Stamp Plan.
Rockland Stores Only
DON'T MISS READING THE FEB. ISSUE
GF WOMAN'S DAY — ON SALE NEXT WEEK

FLOUNDER
FILLETS-FRESH

LB

LB

19c

FANCY. MEDIUM LB

15c

Cusk Fillets

Smelts

17c

Swordfish

FRESH

SLICED

LB

4Th-tfl

YOUR
CHOICE LB

Here’s a welcome

wire for the man who

Pour them all
through this funnel

AND

BONED

IF

ROLLED

LB

FANCY

STEER BEEF

HEAVY

8 TO 14 LB. AVG.

BONELESS

CHUCK ROAST
HEAVY

STEER

7

Fred C. Black and
leave tomorrow for C,
they will attend the
vention of the Ainerl
Association.

LB

BEEF

RIB ROAST
TO

LB

A good talk, good d
good supper epitoniiz.
tion at the Men's Le
Dick Reed is guest si;

NORTHERN

TURKEYS

POUND AVERAGE
LB

FRESH SHOULDERS

LB

COOKED HAMS
SMOKED HAMS
SMOKED SHOULDERS

LB

LEAN-6 TO 8 LB. AVG
SUNNYFIELD-WHOLE
OR EITHER HALF
SUNNYFIELD-WHOLE
OR SHANK HALF

Lb

HEAVY
STEER BEEF

c

LB

Good Health
DON’T GUESS —HAVE YOUR COFFEE

FLORIDA MEDIUM SIZE

2ft * 25'
ft I"
GRAPEFRUIT 8 25c
LEMONS
„19‘
ORANGES

EIGHT O'CLOCK^

3
;

2

LB BAG

37C

eagbs

25c
NOW AT
THE
LOWEST
PRICE IN
HISTORY

JUICY

e

FLORIDA

CALIFORNIA MEDIUM SIZE

CARETS

when you’re planning a de
licious meal than to serve
Ann Page Macaroni, made
from Fancy Semolina. Like
ail Ann Page Foods, it of
fers fine quality at a money
saving price because ir's
made and sold by A&P.

3 BCHS 1 3

FRESH TEXAS

bch5C
BELfS
FRESH TEXAS
CUT CARROTS nativeS lbs 7
CELERY S 2,! BCHS 1 7“

BUTTER

1 LB
PRINT LB

|)D

CRESTVIEW BRAND

EGGS

MEDIUM SIZE

MIITI CYvtCETABLE

24H LB
BAG

marcarinea

TRY OUR NUTLEY FOR FRYING

1 LB
PKGS

U

A&P CORN
GOLDEN SWEET
CORNED BEEF ARMOUR'S 2
RINSO or OXYDOL

NO. 2
CAN
12 OZ
CANS

MILK®W4can°sz27c

prices that may stop any
A&P HOME STYLE
or SOFT TWIST

them.

$20.75,
$24.75,r $29.75
•fc'
* - •Z

- a

* «• "•

1 LB - 4 OZ
LOAVES

■ SUITS

$16.50 to $29.75
*

$3.50 to $5.25

on either suit or overcoat

ALL WOOL SHORT SOX
that were 65c

Now 25c
Sixes 8, S’j, 9

Teistmal. finance co

GREGORY’S
T^L. 294
416 MAIN STL ROCKLAND, ME.

MORNING SUN PEAS

NO. 2
CAN

DICED CARROTS M0«JSMC 3

NO. 2
CANS

PURITAN BEANS

2

PURITAN Brown Bread 2
3

ROLLS

25c

Statler TOILET Paper 3

rolls

19c

JAR

10c

Statler Towels

French's Mustard
Ann Page Mustard Prepared

Clam Chowder wooV' s
Deviled Ham woVo s 2

7®
20C
25c

JAR

LcGaEm

Herbox bOU IU.0N Cubes 5 CUBEsO^
Cat Food hUbbard* 3 CANS 25C
Kibbled Biscuits
2p*^b 25c

28 OZ
GLASS
POTS

Maple
Ann Page Syrup Flavored
A
Sparkle DESSERTS
ANN PAGE
J

QUART
BOT
PKGS

AM.

AW**

| UC

FRUIT FLAVORS

Ann Page Spaghetti 3 PKGS 13®
R&R Chicken
VS 38‘

WED.-THCRS.. J.'
JUDY GARL
In

“Little Nelly
with
George Murphy, Ge”|

FRI.-SAT., JAN
W. C. FIElJ

“THE BANK
SUN.-MON., JA?
FRED ASTAIRE
PAULETTE GOI]
CHAS. BI TT|
in

“SECOND CHI
with
ARTIE SHAW and
Also two outstandj
Subject'
‘‘SNOW FI S
and Walt Disi)
“LITTLE WillKL

Coming: ’Philadelpl
"Hudson's Bay," "EH
mand."

CANS

dexo

100‘t Pure Hydrogenated
Vegetable Shortening

1 LB TIN

3 LB TIN

14' 37'

OLD MOTHER HUBBARD

Molasses greenR^beTl N?a<12C
Nectar Tea Balls
OF^30 19C

SHOW TIMI
Single Evening Sh<^
Mats.: Saturday 2.30;

in

WHITEHOUSE EVAPORATED

money on these January

MAINE’S LITTLE n '
TEL. WALDOBO

DOZ

FAMILY FLOUR ‘MS?
HUI Imb I

SPEAR HALL, FRID.
FREE ( UK KE\
'/, TON COAL GIV
SPECIALS—BIG

WOODCOCK’S OK<
Admission 25c, 35c ItJ

LB

OAC

LB

COOK’S B

WALDO TH

A TO? QUALITY GRADE

’< LB PRINTS

For flying instruction
Treat, 68 Grace St
adv.

SOUTH HOPE GRA
Old aaid New

SILVERBROOK
SUNNYFIELD

At the annual me)
Knox County Trust Cc
day it was voted to cl
ren branch. The ti
will continue to func
a further study of
A list of the newly el
appeared in Tuesdi
Patrons of tlie instltu
the addition of two
—Lincoln E. McRae,
arn investment house,
inent in many local
civic affairs; and Art!
er, who is Rockport.man and1 served two
House of Representati

Dance Saturdi

saving

are

23‘

IB 16‘

6 TO 8 LB. AVG

LGE PKG

men

Lieut. Governor Artj
installed the officers
field Kiwanis Club Mi
his last official act
city.
He was acc
County Attorney 8tij
gess

LB

FANCY CAPONS

glFeb 7—"Knox Count
« full color motion pi<|
The Knox Count
«t the Community Bud
Feb. 10—Klwanls ChJ
Motel Rockland.
Feb 12—Lincoln's Bit!
Feb’ 12-13—Junior Cil
Wild Night.''
Feb. 14-Kippy Karn
land High School.
Feb 14-16 —Camden
Carnival
Feb 22—Washington
Feb. 17-22—Commumt

LB

K

LAMB FORES

Jan 17—Educational
nrand Army hall
°Jan
17—South War
stallatlon of Oood Wl
oak Oranges.
Jan. 18 —Warrennrogram at Olover ha|
Pjan 21—Union High
qtrels at Town Hall.
’ Jan 21-23—Lewiston
»nd Trade Show at thu
Jan 23 Annual ban
den Chamber of Commi|
Hpeb. 26—Ash Wednc?

Miss Florence Ka ll
from her duties at I
elry store because of

DESIRED

Stop wasting time while

■.? •

$150; 2'•2% monthly on balances
above.

LAMB LEGS

Serve Fruit Juices Frequently For

•

Showing Savings from

Room 201, Kresge
Bldg., 241 Water St.
Tel. 1154, Augusta.
Me.
Small Loan
Statute License No.
1. Charges 3% on
unpaid monthly balances up to

SOFT MEATED

STEAKS or ROASTS

ANN PAGE

needs an o’coat

buyers don’t stop buying

UNPAID DILLS

..,rt «■ * i»t CTPDI7I7T Grocery and produce prices also
MAIN M I IvlUa 1 effective at Belfast, and Camden

Porterhouse, Sirloio, Bottom Round or R. V. Sirloin —

TOO CAN’T
oo term

\ '

\

LB

)

6

FRAHKFORTS
MINCED HAM
BOLOGNA

c

FOWL

BUTTER

minute if the other smart

EEE23

29c

saving

other

GOOD
USED CARS

FANCY, 4 TO 6 LB. AVG.

HAPXZTS

Rush into Gregory’s today.

WE BUY AND SELLf

TALK OF TH

srw 794/
7t,P MY

ft

27

IKE MERRILL LOSES
The lDto winner was ousted yes
terday frem the annual Lake Worth
amateur golf tournament.
Ike
Merrill of Camden, Me., and Day
tona Beach, Fla., lost, 3 and 2, to
Tommy Goodwin of New York.
Goodwin ran up a three-hole lead
on the first nine and never was
lieaded.

yond the point at which the unfortunate
worker can no longer produce profitably.

MOTOR

Pucksters of Rockland
Were Outclassed In
Gardiner

Winter fun . . . for everyone” is
The orange and black Tigers of
the slogan of the sixth annual Snow Gardiner High took the measure
Bowl Carnival, Camden. Feb. 14- cf the Rockland High pucksters
15-16, and a program crowded with by a count of 7-1 in a game played
interesting events, in which spec at the Gardiner Municipal Rink
tators may participate as well as Monday night.
Rockland’s young team played
watch, announced by the Carnival
gamely, but were never able to
committee today, lives up to the match the pace of the Gardiner
siogan.
team, after the Tigers twice tasted
The “worlds largest bob-sled,”
blood within ten seconds, with the
for instance, will slide down the
road to Ragged Mountain at the first period but two-thirds gone.
Rainey, who scored three of the
Snow Bowl during the Carnival,
and will carry 113 persons at a time seven Gardiner goals, opened the
on a thrilling ride. This sled will scoring by rapping the rubber past
be hauled up the hill by a truck, as the Rockland goalie on a scrim
the sied aione weighs 1800 pounds, mage play, after the two teams had
and with a hundred persons aboard dueled vainly for ten and one-half
minutes. A bare ten seconds later.
weighs several tons.
Hoyle
countered again for the
New England Sled Dog Club races
Tigers
after
a flashy solo dash to
for the State of Maine Champion
ship will be heid on ail three days score unassisted. Hersom of the
of the Carnival. A. V. Elmore. i Gardiner aggregation raised the
Camden is chairman in charge i oount to 3-0 some four minutes
later to end the first period scor
of these races.
Snow and ice sculpture competi ing.
The second period opened slow
tion by schools, clubs,and individu
als, will be a new feature of the ly with Rainey countering with his
program this year, under the di second goal after some seven
rection of John J. Hern and Lloyd minutes had elapsed. Two minutes
Thomas, Camden, and prizes will later, A. Storer of Rockland
be awarded tire 'winners.
gained his team’s first and
At the Snow Bcwl playground, only score of the game after a
Carnival visitors may skate, ski and scrimmage in front of the Gar
toboggan, as well as watch the in diner net. Rainey, who was all
ter-scholastic and sanctioned U. S over the ice, took a pass from GinEastern Amateur Ski Association grow and chucked it past Snow,
down-hill, slalom, cross-country, the Rockland goalie, a few minutes
and jumping events, and the sanc before the second period ended.
tioned -i. E, Speed Skating Club
Gardiner’s Tigers rolled up two
meet. One of the most dramatic more goals with the third period
features of the Carnival is the halfway along, one by Gingrow on
coronation of the Snow Bowl Queen a pass from N. Hersom, and the
in tlie beautiful Bok Amphitheatre I other by L. Hersom on a pass from
on Friday night of tlie Carnival.
Marston, to end the scoring for
Carnival Meeting
the day.
It was a well-earned triumph for
A meeting to discuss plans for
the Carnival, is to be held at the the Tigers, whose regulars sawSelectmen’s Office at 8 p. m. Fri only about 14 minutes service in
day.
Interesting announcements the entire game.
Rockland 1
of plans for the Carnival, which Gardiner 7
promises to be the biggest event in Giberson, g ............ ......... g, Snow
this section will be made. The L. Hersom, Id ............. .. Id, Emerson
meeting will be open to all interest Hoyle, rd........................ rd. Staples
ed in Winter sports development N. Hersom, c ............... c. J. Storer
and all are urged to come and Mansur, lw ........................ lw, Salo
bring their friends.
Gingrow, rw ............... rw, Conary
Gardiner spares: W. Hoyle. Rain
ey, Marston. iBrann, Dunton, An
and Cates played a good game.
In the first game, the Rockland drews, Welch, Hinds Whalen.
Rockland spares: Havener, Pie
Jayvees were also defeated by
Morse Jayvees, by a score 29 to 22. troski. A. Storer, Dow.
First period — Gardiner, Rainey
Morse led the home boys 12 to 11
at the end of the half that was (scrimmage); Gardiner, Hoyle (un
Gardiner,
Hersom
full of excitement, and in the third assisted);
(scrimmage).
quarter Morse held the lead 21 to
Second period—Gardiner, Rainey
19. The summary:
(unassisted); Rockland, A. Storer
Morse High (boys) 38
G.
F. Pts. (scrimmage); Gardiner, Rainey
Danforth, rf ........ 2
0
6 (Gingrow).
Third period—Gardiner, Gin
Gasser, rf............. 0
0
0
Peasley. If ........... 8
1
17 grow (N, Hersom); Gardiner, L.
Hatch. If ............. 0
0
0 Hersom (Marston).
Referee, Arthur Benner.
Boardman, c . ...... 2
0
4
—From the Kennebec Journal
Pennell, c ............. 0
0
0
Huse, rg ..... .......... 2
0
4
Sullivan, lg .......... 3
0
6
Quirk, lg . ............. 0
11

Henry Ford’s belief that the responsibility
of a large company to labor goes be

The above are f&cts. They are open to
anyone who really wants to deal in facts.
Anyone who wants to get a job . . . buy a
car ... or place a national defense con
tract on the basis of fair labor treat
ment must place Ford at the top
of his eligible list.

They Played Gamely

At The Snow Bowl

8
11
Referees, Brewer and Wood.

Eveiy-Ollier-Ua

PLAY MUSICO
EVERY THURSDAY
EVENING, 7:30
Stations WBZ-WBZA

Win A Prize —
Gash—Groceries

PILES! PILES!!
Why spend money on
remedies? Pile Drive
relief at once. Money
delighted. H. A. MA II
Me. (mailed anywhere
$1-00). On sale at Cl
Rate Store, Rockland

BURPE
FUNERAL Hi
Ambulance Se
TELEPHONE
390 or 781-1 or

110-112 LIMEROCK
ROCKLAND,

Every-Other-Day

[veiy-Otlier-DaY

OF THE TOWN

p TO 6 LB. AVG.

Two Iron Works' bowling teams
will invade Rockland Saturdaynight to pick pins with a couple
quintet representing the Snow
shapyard in that city. One of the
Iron Works’ fives will be the Office
combine, consisting of Sam Rogers,
raam office; John Hayes, Harold
17- Educational Club meeta at
Fielding
and Ralph Brewer, all of
Armv hall.
Gr.« i; South Warren—Joint ln- the counters' department, and John
,Jnat!on °f Good WU1 and Wh‘te
Sharkey, material agent's office.
Os*0';1"*' Warren— Finnish Relief On the other team will be Allie
at Olover hall.
Pr?\, 21 Union High School Mln- Jewett, electrician; Dave Mullin,
at Town Hall.
safety supervisor; Alfred Parks’
21-23—Lewiston—Annual Farm
time office. Elwood Toothaker. post
a Tr lie Show at the Armory.
3 T n 23 Annual banquet of Cam- office, and a fifth bowler to be
„ Chamber ot Commerce at Masonic
selected—Bath Times
26—Ash Wednesday: Lent be-

LB

■rv anil produce prices also
kertive at Belfast, and Camden

LB
IRED
LB

U LB AVG.

LB

LB

grph 7 Knox County On Parade",
The executive board of the Knox
i, color motion picture presented County Association for Rural Re
3 The Knox County Camera Club
6y the Community Building.
ligious Education met Monday
»■ ‘J, ,0 Klwanls Charter Night at
night at the home of Miss Alena
„
Rockland.
1 Peb 12- Lincoln's Birthday.
Young, chairman of the finance
Feb 12-13—Junior Class play, "One
committee. The president. Rev. H.
WrebN*14 Klppy Karnival at Rock
F. Leach of Thomaston acted as
nrt Hu<h School.
Business was transac
Feb I4 16 —Camden— Outing Club chairman.
ted
and
reports
given concerning
Ct?b'B22- Washington's Birthday,
the Association car. A report of
jyb 17-22—Community Food Fair.
her work to date was also given
yiss Florence Kaler is absent by Miss Hazel N. Lane, director of
from her duties at Leighton’s jew- religious education, who succeeded
e’rV store because of illness.
Miss Margaret McKnight in Sep
tember, 1940. Special note was
4 good talk, good pictures and a made of the co-operative spirit of
pcod supper epitomizes the situa- the teachers in the rural schools
. cn at the Men s League tonight where Christian character instruc
pelt Reed is guest speaker.
tion is given. Mention was made
of the quarterly gift of Dr. H. V.
Fred C Black and Gerald Black Tweedie of 100 copies of “The Up
;eave tomorrow for Chicago where per Room," a devotional booklet
.-ey will attend the annual con distributed in the work of the As
vention of the American Canners' sociation in unchurched localities.
Association.

Lieut Governor Arthur F Lamb
- tail’d the officers of the Pitts<ield Kiwanis Club Monday night—
!.h last official act in that capaCity
He was accompanied by
County Attorney Stuart C. Bur-

LB

,B

IB

AVG

23(
1 6‘

AVY

BEE!

LB

At the annual meeting of the
Knox County Trust Company Tuescav it was voted to close the War
ren branch. The Union branch
will continue to function, pending
a further study of the situation.
A list of the newly elected officers
ppeared in Tuesday’s edition.
Patrons of the institution will vote
•:ie addition of two new directors
—Lincoln E. McRae, proprietor of
an investment house, andi prom
inent in many local business and
civic affairs; andi Arthur K. Walk
er. who is Rockport’s first select
man and served two terms in the
House of Representatives.

BORN

Morse—At Augusta General Hospital.
Jan. 11. to Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Morse.
Jr., of North Waldoboro, a daughter.
MARRIED
MichaleS-Howe—At ban .PrartcLsco.
Calif . Dec 31, Samuel B Mlchales of
San Francisco and Mrs. Mary Howe
formerly of Camden.
Cole-Anderson—At Thomaston. Jan.
L Howard F Cole of Rockland and
Kathleen Anderson of Thomaston.—By
Rev. Donald F. Perron

DIED
Hooper—At Rockland, Jan. 10, WlllLs N. Hooper, formerly of Martins
ville, aged 62 years. 3 months, 21 davs.
Funeral Sunday at 1.45 o'clock from
the
Littlefield
Memorial
Baptist
Church. Interment In Ridge cemetery,
MarttnsvlUe.
GUdden At
Charlestown,
Mass.
Jan. 12. Miss Etta H. Glldden, native
of Waldoboro.
Interment In Rural
cemetery, Waldoboro.
Dickey—At
Searsmont,
Jan.
10.
Charles B. Dickey, aged 79 years.
Page- At Medford, Mass., Jan. ll.
Cora E., widow of Capt. George Lowell
Page. Interment at Martinsville.

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Herbert C.
Coates who passed away Jan. IS 1938.
It sacmeth such a little way to me
Across tc that strange country—
The Beyond

FOR THE NEEDY AGED

Major legislation proposing that
additional money for old age as
sistance be raised through a State
lottery and taxes on cigarets and
other tobacco products went before
the Maine legislature yesterday.
The tobacco tax bills, introduced
by Gcod <R> cf Monticello, were
emergency measures which also set
up license fees for distributors and
retailers. Rep. Charles E. Dwinal
(R) of Camden offered the lottery
proposal, providing that 35 per
cent of the gTOss returns go to
ticket-holders as prizes; 55 per cent
to the needy aged.
“GRIEVED AND AMAZED”

Jan. 15
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
If this statement represents your
honest view, “that it is difficult to
say which is right, Roosevelt and
Willkie or Landon and Wheeler.”
then I am surprised and disap
pointed. Yes, grieved and amazed.
Dudley M Holman

Joe Kelley, a Rockland boy who
is serving with the Canadian forces
at Camp Sussex. New Brunswick
has been made Corporal cook of
the Regimental Headquarters mess,
the first step toward what he hopes
will lead to the position of Ser
geant instructor cook at St. Cath
erines or Kingston, Ont, Joe
sends regards to Levi Flint and
other members of Winslow-Hol
brook Post, to which he belongs.

Two Dividends Paid
Loan & Building Associ
ation Has Prosperous Year
—Jameson Re-elected
The annual meeting of the Rock
land Loan and Building AssociaI tion was held Monday night, and
.these officers were re-elected:
I: President. J. Albert Jameson; vice
president. Edward F. Glover; sec
retary and treasurer, I. Lawton
Bray; auditor. William F. Brawn;
finance committee, J. Albert Jame
son. Walter H. Spear and Charles
) H. Duff. The members of the
Board cf Directors are A. Judson
Bird, Putnam P. Bicknell. I. Law1 ton Bray, Thomas H. Chisholm,
Walter P. Conley, Charles H. Duff,
Edward F. Glover. J. Albert Jame
son, J. Fred Knight. Leforest A.
Thurston and Walter H. Spear.
The report of the directors to the
shareholders, read by secretary
Bray, Showed that the undivided
profits have been increased by a
sizeable amount, during a year
that had been healthy and pros
perous, paying two regular divi
dends. The association, which off
ers a service whereby persons may
enjoy modern improvements and
repairs in their homes when buy
ing or building, the borrower us
ing the new loan plan which pays
5 percent on the unpaid balance
of his loan, looks forward with
bright hope to 1941 to be equally
as good as 1946. Several have
been added to the list of debt-free
home owners in this community
during the past year.

A semi-formal dinner-dance will
be held next Wednesday at the
Elks Home with dinner 6.30 to 8.30
and dancing 9.30 to 1 o’clock. The
committee includes Mrs. Earle
Barron. Mrs. Blake Annis, Mrs.
Albert Collins, Mrs. Sherwood Wil I Visit Lucien K. Green & Son for
liams, Mrs. Robert Brewer and Furs; Burdell’s Dress Shop for
Mrs. Michael Ristaino.
Dresses. Complete stocks always
on hand. New merchandise coming
More Talk of the Town on Page 6. In every day at moderate prices.
See them today. Odd Fellows Block,
107-tf
Ralph Earl Hopkins and Her School street, Rockland.
bert Martin Pendleton, both of this
city, Hadley Bedfield Miller of
Lawry, Kenneth Lloyd Crute of
Cushing and Ralph Edgar Dyer of NOT JUST STEAMED
Washington, selectees from Knox
County, boarded the bus this morn
ing at 11 o’clock, to go to the in
|0R BOILED
• i:: .
•" '•
duction center in Bangor, thence to
training camp for one year, after
examinations.

•BUT REALLY

Public supper will be served Sat
urday night, 5.30 to 7 o'clock at
Legion hall by Winslow-Holbrook
Post Auxiliary.—adv.

The home of those of whom we are
so fond.
They make It seem familiar and most
dear
As journeying friends bring distant
regions near.
SPEAR HALL, FRIDAY NITE, 7.30
Mrs. Herbert Coates, Nelly Coates
FREE CHICKEN DINNER
Jordan.
Rockport, 1941.
*
TON COAL GIVEN AWAY

COOK’S BINGO

SPECIALS—BIG DINNER

7*lt

Dance Saturday Night
SOUTH HOPE GRANGE HALL
Old ind New Dances
WOODCOCK’S ORCHESTRA

Admission 25c, 35c (tax Included)
14OTh-tf
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Ll purpose
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RCARINEQ 1 LB
OR FRYING
PKGS
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f)CC

43
NO. 2
QC
CAN
9

0

FN SWEET

12 OZ
CANS

2

LGE PKG

EVAPORATED

WALDO THEATRE
MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL. WALDOBORO 100

SHOW TIMES
Single Evening Show at 8.00
Mats.: Saturday 2.30; Sunday 3.00

WED.-THCRS., JAN. 15-18
JUDY GARLAND
in

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our sincere
thanks to all our friends and neigh
bors for the many acts of kindness
shown us during our recent bereave
ment: also for the cards and beautiful
flowers.
Mrs. Andrew Wilson, Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Castner. Mr. and Mrs. John
WLlson, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wilson.
CARD OF THANKS
Our appreciation and thanks for
flowers, cards and the many acts of
kindness are expressed to all the
neighbors, friends and relatives who
were so helpful during our recent
bereavement. Especially do we thank
Dr. and Mrs. Charles Dennison. Mrs.
Eugene Sprague and Mrs. Alden Stan
ley.
Myra Sadler, Mr and Mrs. Harry
Stockbridge and Mr. and Mrs. Abner
Sadler.
*

BAKED

DOOR PRIZE,
TON OF COAL
Drawing of Monthly Prize
Attendance Prize $16 Merchandise

BAKED BEANS

7*lt

" ™10‘
ORNINC O NO 2 HOC
SUN
j CANS Z«J
EAS

2
29c
ead 2 «« 23c

1

dexo

Pure Hydrogenated
Vegetable Shortening

1 LB TIN

3 LB TIN

14c 37c
PLAY MUSICO

every

Thursday

EVENING, 7:30
Stations WBZ-WBZA
Win A Prize —

Cash—Groceries

“LITTLE WHIRLWIND”

Coming: “Philadelphia Story,"
'Hudson's Bay.” “Flight Cointnand.”

PILES! PILES!! PILES!!!
Why spend money on useless pil®
remedies’ Pile Driver will
relief at once. Money back if not
delighted. H. A. MARR, Warren
Me. I mailed anywhere In Maine,
S1.00I. On sale at Carroll’s Cut
kite Store, Rockland. 122Th-tf

FACE RUMP ROAST
BONELESS

lb

POT ROAST

28c
29c
27c

CUBE STEAK.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb
SLICED BACON.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb

SHORT SHANK
I.EAN

SMOKED SHOULDERS

OYSTERS

™

SALT MACKEREL ...
SALT HALIBUT FINS
SALT COD TONGUES .
SALT SALMON.. .. .. ..
SALT FISH BITS ....

To Munt

POTATOES
INDIAN
GRAPEFRUIT RIVER
ORANGES
LARGE JUICY
FLORID AS
ORANGES
MAINE
McINTOSII
APPLES

25c
. . . . lb
... lb
.... lb
... lb
. 3 lbs

Hunting for bargains?

No

to commemorate the birthday
of Benjamin Franklin, that

more for your money

If

STAR x;
FEATURE IS~

SIZE

DOZ.

DOZ.

LBS.

GOLD MEDAL FLOUR

IN THE NEW
IMPROVED “NO DUST”
SACK

LB.

24^ LB.
BAG

•
S
PEAS
2-27c
|
Sue
Corn
Niblets-HOc
CHICKEN SOUP
NATIONALLY POPULAR FAVORITES

1O>

OXYDOL-RINSO-SOPER SUDS

Get A New Genuine Norman

TINS

CLOTHES LINE
Full 50 foot hank; regular 39c.
THIS MONTH ONLY

you’d expect to get in 1941.
ILIZE at the MAIN STREET
HARDWARE CO.

WOOD HANDLE BANDED

GALVANIZED PAIL

It's Waterproof—will not kink
or stretch. The finest clothes
line on the market.

29c
LARGE METAL

WASTE BASKET

3-25/

OLEO

s PINACH

23/

■II V CORNED
HASI1
Liibby s

L3c

tin17c

Friend’s Beans 2 TINS 25c

LARGE
LOAVES

PEAS 4 ™ 29c

SWEETHEART
SOAP

PEACHES

MONARCH
BRAND

TIN

15c

KETCHUP

3

bo°t:

25c

“A Marjorie Mills Feature”

29c

49c

A GIANT VALUE!
FOLDING

370 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

IRONING TABLE

7Th-16

A sate well constructed table
with positive locking device to
prevent collapsing.
to fold
and unfold. Complete with pad

LOAF CAKE EACH 13c
FROM OUR FAMOUS ROBOT
DOZ

SUNSHINE EDGMONT

CHEEZITS 2 pkg
SUGAR.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 10 lb bag 50c

HONEY BOY
BREAD

One Extra Cake for One Cent More

You'll enjoy the convenience of
this roomy waste basket that
really holds something. Attrac
tively decorated, holds 20 quarts,
Made of hot dipped galvanized
size 14 ‘i inches high, 13 inches
copper bearing steel. Furnished
at top, 10 inch bottom. Colors:
with wood grip on coppered wire
Red, Green or Ivory. Usually 69c.
bail handle, extra heavy top
wire. Full 10-quart capacity.

NUT—WINE

DOUGHNUTS
LGE. 4
piN J

FANCY
QUALITY

CAKES

Special at 39c
JANUARY ONLY

LGE
PKG

THIS WEEK’S TASTE TREAT

than

Come on over and THRIFT-

DANIELS
JEWELERS

LGE..

SUNKIST
NATURAL COLOR

15c
15c
15c
15c
29c

PK.

ARMOUR’S CLOVERBLOOM BUTTER

RADIO

FRANCO AMERICAN
SPAGHETTI

over the store bringing you

Demand that your watch
repair work be accom
panied by a printed proof
of accuracy. On all repair
work we use the

16/

LB.

MAINE
U. S. NO. 1 GRADE

JUST ARRIVE D!
FRESH STEWING

LB.

CHUCK ROAST, lean, meaty.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb
HAMBURG STEAK.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb
STEWING BEEF.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb
BEEF LIVER, fresh.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb
ARMOUR’S STAR BACON.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb
SWIFT'S PREMIUM BACON.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb
STEWING LAMB.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 lbs 25c

LB.

BONELESS OVEN

Armour’s TREET™ 21c

‘SECOND CHORUS”
with
ARTIE SHAW and his BAND
Also two outstanding sh0rt
Subjects
“SNOW FUN’’
and W’alt Disney’s

BRISKET CORNED BEEF

TINS

have remarked price tags all

SUN.-MON., JAN. 19-20
FRED ASTAIRE
PAULETTE GODDARD
CHAS. BUTTERWOBTH
in
;-

lb 18c

NEW LOW PRICE ON FANCY BRISKET CORNED BEEF

CHICKEN GUMBO

W Neeo

great apostle of Thrift, we

‘■THE BANK DICK”

LAMB FOREQUARTER CHOPS,

CHICKEN NOODLE

BARGAINS

TIONAL THRIFT WEEK and

FRI.-SAT., JAN. 17-18
W. C. FIELDS
in

LB.

—FANCY QUALITY YOUNG LAMBS
Boned If Desired

THE
COMPLETE
PROTEIN FOOD

TIN

TEST YOUR

with
George Murphy, Geo. W'inninger

LAMB FORES

OVEN

BEANO, I. 0. 0. F. HALL

need to because this is NA

‘‘Little Nelly Kelly”

Is there any more pleasant way of getting food essentials than in well browned Chops, a sizzling Steak, or
a juicy Roast? Whether you’re a wife or mother and are packing a dinner pail or planning a dinner party,
remember man loves meat, and meat loves man.

SATURDAY, JAN. 18—8 O’CLOCK

COME IN AND LET ME
WATCH, FREE!

FOOD FFTtTFF

BRICK

For flying instruction see Charlie
Rummage sale Friday and Satur
Treat, 68 Grace St., Rockland.—
day, Salvation Army hall, Main St.
adv.
2-tf And yet not strange for It has grown —adv.
♦
to be

ROOK
I.ITY GRADE
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That Ceresota Flour is an all pur
pose flour with all the flavor of
choice hard spring wheat because it
is never bleached. It is tested re
peatedly by laboratory and baking
tests to see thitt there is no varia
tion from standard.
Ceresota Flour is now available
with important Vitamin BI added
and Vitamin A intact due to non
bleaching; in each bag there are
tested recipes.

CORN

FANCY
MAINE

Tomatoes

A

< TINS

PHILLIPS
DELICIOUS

4^ 25c

Pineapple Juice ™ 25c

CERESOTA FLOUR, bag 95c
ONLY WHILE SUPPLY LASTS

Pillsbury Wheat Bran pkg 5c

Tomato Juice 2 ™* 27c

FLOUR.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 24'/2 lb sack 69c
FOSS VANILLA.. .. .. .. . 2 oz bot 25c
LIFEBUOY SOAP.. .. .. .. . 3 bars 17c
ROLLED OATS.. .. .. . 2 Ige pkgs 27c
Campbell’s Tomato SOUP .. tin 8c
HERSHEY COCOA.. .. .. .. .. lb tin 14c
PEARS, fancy N. Y. State, 2 tins 25c
FIG BARS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3 lbs 25c
APPLESAUCE.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 tins 15c
PEANUT BUTTER .... 24 oz jar 19c
TEA BAGS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 25 for 19c
SALT.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3 lb box 8c

HORMEL SPAM.. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 tins 49c
Kellogg’s CORN FLAKES, 3 pkgs 20c
QUAKER OATS.. .. .. .. .. . Ige pkg 19c
CREAM CORN STARCH, 2 pkgs 15c
DELSY TOILET PAPER, 3 rolls 25c
MOTOR OIL.. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 gal tin 1.19

and cover. Size 12”x48”.
Usually $1.25
SPECIAL

BURPEE'S
FUNERAL HOME

BARS
Ambulance Service

Ambulance Service
TELEPHONES
390 or 781-1 er 781-11
110-112 LIMEROCK STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

119-tl

PKGS

93c

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
« CLAREMONT ST. ' TEL. 66ROCKLAND. ME.
98-tf

MFHN ST HRRDLUHRE&
PAINTS • STOVES • K1TCHENWAW

oto
ROCKLAND'--”-'

" FORMERLY VEAllEl"

<*•

441 MAIN ST.

THE

PERRY

MARKETS

RHONE 1234 FOR PROMPT DELIVERY* USE THE LARGE PARKING SPACE AT OUR PARK ST.MARKET
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AT,KN A L. STARRE7TT

Correspondent
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Tel. 40

Tel. 27

Tlie fire department was called
Monday night to extinguish a
chimney fire at the residence of
Mrs. Alfred Waltz.
Mrs. Oscar Barnard will enter
tain the Susannah Wesley Socltey
this afternoon at the Methodist
parsonage.
Officers and directors of the
Handicraft Co-operative met Tues
day in the Assessor's office. Ralph
W. Haskell, supervisor of Maine
Craft of Augusta, was present.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Small of
Lewiston have been recent guests
of Mrs. Oracia Libby.
The Pa rent-Teacher's Associa
tion will serve a baked bean sup
per Jan. 23 in the Methodist vestry,
the proceeds to go to the Metho
dist Society in appreciation of its
kindness and co-opration in carry
ing on the noon lunch project.
MLss Etta H. Glidden of Charles
town. Mass., died Sunday. Miss
Glidden was born in this town,
daughter of John P and Emily
Glidden. Her body was brought
here for burial and committal

Mr. and .Mrs. Charles Robiuson
have been greatly interested in the
beaver colony, the dam of which
I is located on their land, but have
given their consent that the beav
ers be trapped, as they were dam
aging property of adjoining own1 ers in the flooding of the meadow.
On the eastern side of the radlroad tracks, land owners in the
flooded area are Oliver Libby, C.

: services were held Wednesday at
the grave in Rural cemetery.
Woman’s Club Luncheon

|

i
i

'

'

Thirty-one members and guests
of the Woman’s Club enjoyed a
luncheon Tuesday at the Community Garden ^iub house. M!iss
Anna Simpson, 4-H Club Agent
from the Extension Service of the
U. of M . spoke on “Interior Deco
rating’'. In the absence of the
president Mrs. Nan Weston, Mrs.
Elsie Mank, vice president presided.
Tlie club voted to assist the P.
T. A. in observing the fifth anniversary of the building of the
High School. Mrs. Hilda Boggs
and Mrs. Lucy Woodbury were
taken into the membership. Hos
tesses were Mrs. Bessie Kuhn, Mrs.
Anne Burnheimer, Mrs. Ethel Ben
ner and Mrs. Corinne Gerry.
High School News

At a recent Dramatics Club
meeting Richard Miller and Annie
Heald were elected ushers from the
Senior Class for the plays Friday
and Douglas Richards and Mary
Miller from the Junior Class. May
nard Wallace and Vera Jameson
were put in charge of tickets.
Grade 8 Hobby Club, under the
supervision of Mrs. Porter, is being
organized. New work with plastic
is being introduced which seems
to be popular . Tlie boys and girls
are to be taught how to make
rings, pins and other useful ar
ticles witii the popular every day
material. Other groups are doing
woodwork, sewing, art, scrapbook
making and basketry. It is planned
to hold a Hobby Club Fair in the
Spring. i
The Junior High basketball
teams have received their suits.

QUINTUPLETS
use MUSTEROLE for

CHEST COLDS
Mother—Give Your CHILD
This Same Expert Care!
At the first sign of the Dionne Quin
tuplets catching cold-r—their chests and
throats are rubbed with Children's
MiU Musterole — a product made to
promptly relieve the DISTRESS of
children’s colds and resulting coughs.
The Quints have always had the
best of care, so mother—you may be
assured of using just about the BEST
product made when you use Musterole.
MORE than an ordinary “salve”—
warming, soothing Musterole helps
break up local congestion. Also made
in Regular and Extra Strength for
those preferring a stronger product.

BRAEMORE
Quietin BOSTON
A distinctive residential and transient hotel located at the entrance
to Boston’s beautiful Fenway. Six minutes to center of City by
rapid transit. Families will enjoy our large suites available at
special low rates.
A'o liquor sold.
Our own garage.
Room and bath from $3 - double from $5 - suites from $6

,466 Commonwealth Avenue, at Charlesgata West
Kenmore Square.
Henry A. Burnham, Mgr.

E. Overlook, owner of Hyier place,
R. E. Cutting and Charles Rob
inson; on the western side of the
tracks, Mrs. Mina Rines; the
colored settlement, Henry Jones,
Charles Woodcock, Charles Rob
inson and Clarence Dorman.
At the Congregational Church
the sermons Sunday will be at 10.30
a. m., “Vastness of the Kingdom.”
and at 7 p. m. “What Constitutes a
Christian?” Church school will
meet at 9.30.
The Union-Appleton group of the
Finnish Relief Committee will pre
sent Saturday at 8 o’clock in Glover
hall, two movie reels, entitled “Feb
ruary Manifest,' dealing with Fin
land's struggle under the Imperial
Russian rule nearly 40 years ago,
and '“Finland Marches On,” which
is of Finland's struggles of last
Winter, in conditions forced upon
her by the Communistic Dictator.
The Woman’s Club executive
committee will meet this afternoon
with the Study Unit at the home of
the president, Mrs. Grace Simmons.
Officers-elect and appointed in
Ivy Chapter, O.ES. will be installed
Friday by Mrs. Gertrude Boody,
past district deputy grand matron,
of Rockland, and her staff. The
new officers will have charge of
the program and refreshments.
Tne Contract Club met Tuesday
with Miss Stella Comery.
Mrs. Waino Lehto and infant
son, George Elno, who have been
cared for at the home of Mrs. Gert
rude Starrett, have returned to
North Warren.
Mrs. Annie Moody, who observed
her 90th birthday Jan. 6 was re
membered with 60 greeting cards,
and several gifts. Mrs. Moody, ex
ceptionally smart for her years, ls
a member of the famous “13” class,
and a charter member of the Mys
tic Rebekah Lodge. She also is the
oldest living member of White Oak
Grange, North Warren. At pres
ent she is located with her son
Willis Moody but she will return
today to the home of her daugh
ter, Mrs. L. D. Gammon,
Semon topics Sunday at the Bap
tist Church will be, at 10.30 a. m.
“The Great Commission,” and at 7
p. m. "Transformation by Behold
ing.” Church school will meet at
noon and the BY.P.U. at 6 o'clock.

GEORGES RIVER ROAD
Four degrees below zero is what
the thermometer registered Wed
nesday morning outside the win
dow facing the cold blasts from
the Georges River which could
well have been the cold Arctic
waters, from the way the wind
seemed to go right to one’s bones
even in the short time it took to
run from the house to the barn
to do the milking.
The Sewing Club met Wednes
day with Miss Katherine Gilchrist
in Thomaston. Mrs. Midlred Har
jula will be hostess this week.
Miss Anna Simpson, county club
agent was present at the meeting
of the Jolly Toiler’s 4-H Club last
Thursday at the home of Miss
Eleanor Nelson. Under Miss Simp
son's direction, button holes were
made and paTts of the sewing ma
chine studted. All members and
leader. Mrs. Mildred Harjula were
present. Refreshments were served
by Miss Nelson.
Miss Helen Johnson who has
been making her home with her
aunt Mrs William Duley and son
William in Bath returned home
Friday to be with her parents Mr.
and Mrs. Toivo Johnson
Mrs. Charles Pager of Thomas
ton. formerly of this place, is a
patient at Knox Hospital convalesing from an operation.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Harjula and
daughter Sonja have moved from
Bath to Brunswick to be nearer
his work at the Bath Iron Works.
Mr. and Mrs. William Harjula
visited Sunday with relatives in
Bath.
A bean supper with all the fix
ings. topped by that good Finnish
coffee and cake will be served at
7 o'clock tonight at the Finnish
Congregational Church for the
benefit of the church. All are in
vited.

Our Grange Corner
Mrs. Lydia Morse of Waldoboro,
State Juvenile Grange Deputy, will
install the officers of Pleasant
Valley Juvenile Grange on Satur
day afternoon Jan. 18. It is re
quested that all members be pres
ent. Refreshments will be served.
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
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Iree Member’s Rival

Signs “I’m Forgetting,”
and It’s a Letter Every
body Should Read

f

UNION

Crabmeat Industry

Increased Duty On Jap
anese Product Essential
To American Success

The date of the social in the
Odd Fellows dining room has been
changed to this Thursday night.
Nazarene Church Notes

The pastor's text Sunday morn
ing was from L xiah 53:12. A spe
cial seng “When the Shadows Fall” |
was sung by Mrs. Helen Cramer.'
The Bible School hour was spent
in the study of the lesson.
The N Y J’ S song service was
led by Robert Cunningham. A
summary on the social and educa
tional life in India was given by ;
Myrtie Hemenway, and Bertha
Moody. A match test over this
summary was then presented by
‘ Helen Cramer. An interesting serv
ice was the result. A duet “Throw
Out The Life-line" was sung by
Theriece Bragg and Robert Cun
ningham. The evening message by
the pastor was on the subject “Tlie
Second Coming of Christ.”
The subject of the Bible School
lesson for Sunday will be “An In
vitation to all Peeples.”
The
N.YP.S. will have a Bible study,
in charge of the president, with
special singing of choruses.
Prayer meeting tonight at 7.30.

Joshua Morse; thence north 56 deg.
. E. 30 rods to stake and stones at
the corner of said Morse land; thence
1 north 34 deg W.. 82 rods; thence
north 45 deg W. 31 rods to stoke and
stones; thence north 56 deg. E 19 2-3
rods to stake and stones: thence
j south 34 deg. E. about 196 rods to the
place of beginning, containing ln all
84 acres, more or less.

I

WHEN YOU DRIVE THIS BIG, NEW KIND OF CAR

19

D&H ANTHRACITE
When winter starts pushing the
mercury through the bottom of
the thermometer — that's when
D&H Anthracite is really appreciated—that's when no other fuel
will <lo! A trial ton will convince
you that it is not only the most
efficient—but the moat economical
as well!

CALL 487

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
ROCKLAND ME.

Now— Go Nash and Go
500 to 600 Miles on
a “Fill Up”
Yes—you could be getting 25 to
30 miles on a gallon—if you were
driving this Nash. Why don’t
you? Look how Nash surpasses
the other cars in the lowest-price
field, with the comfort of/our coil
springing—the ease of Two-way
Roller Steering—the extra room
iness and safety of a one-piece,
welded body and frame. And you
can get these fine optional "ex
tras**, too—the Weather Eye Con
ditioned Air System and Con
vertible Bed. Come in, drive this
new kind of car today.

C. F. SMITH
TEL. CAMDEN 2320,

THE FAVORITE PENNSYLVANIA HARD COAL

SENTER* CRANE'S

Persian Lamb Coats

ROCKPORT, MAINE

. Delivered here, includes standard equipment,
'federal tax. Weather Eye, Convertible Bed
and White Sidewall Tire*, optional extras.

Also right of way across land now
or formerly owned by A G. Young,
as reserved by the late Silas Hawes
Both of the foregoing lots were con
veyed by Martin G. Black to Erland
Juura by his deed dated June 29. 1928.
and recorded ln Book 219, Page 95
Knox Registry of Deeds
The «ald
Albert Mieskolainen, hereby released
unto the Federal Land Bank, of
Springfield, whatever rights the late
Silas Hawes acquired under a lease
from A. L. Bartlett, dated March 19,
1888, and recorded ln Book 78, Page
165. Knox Registry of Deeds, to take
water from a well on land of said
Bartlett and to enter upon said land
for the purpose of repairing pipe,
etc.
Being the same premises conveyed
to Albert Mieskolainen by Erland
Juura by deed bearing date September
26. 1930, and recorded ln Knox Reg
istry ln Book 224, Page 338. to which
reference may be had. AND WHERE
AS, the conditions of said mortgage
have been broken, and are now
broken:
NOW THEREFORE by reason of the
breech of the conditions thereof. The
Federal Land Bank of Springfield,
aforesaid, by Bradford C. Redonnett,
Its attorney, being duly authorized,
hereby claim a foreclosure of said
mortgage
Dated, at Wiscasset. Maine, thia 6th.
day of January. A. D 1941.
THE FEDERAL LAND BANK,
OF SPRINGFIELD.
By Bradford C. Redonnett.
Tts Attorney.

4-Th IQ

VINALHA'
ft ft ft ft
OSCAR C. '
Oarreeponden
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A ten-fold expansion of the
Rockland, Jan. 14
American crabmeat industry ls in
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
You are to be congratulated upon prospect in event an appeal of
the many improvements made in the American Crab Packers Com
The Courier-Gazette, among them mittee for increased import duties
the sleek coat and prim look of the on Japanese canned crabmeat is
Black Cat (he’s in my scrap-book accorded favorable action by the
now). The different lighthouses, U. S. Tariff Commission, Sterling
pictures of other days, and many G. Harris, Beaufort, S. C.. packer
other features too numerous to men and committee chairman, declared
tion, which makes the paper like Tuesday.
Mr. Harris, close friend and co
one big family scattered here and
there. When I get all the articles worker of Ralph K. Barter, prom
of interest cut out for my scrap inent Stonington, packer, in de
book what’s left looks as if a hur velopment of the Atlantic crab in
ricane had struck it. It’s a jig-saw dustry, led a parade of interested
puzzle I never want to attempt to domestic producers who appeared
put together. I enjoy Iree Member s at a two-day hearing to impress
write-ups as my late brother (Foster upon the Tariff Commission that
Snow) played a cornet several years seafood “is a necessary and im
in the Vinalhaven band, and I’m portant part of our food supply
wondering if anyone has a group in an emergency when we cannot
picture of same when he, Merle depend upon our competitor.
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jorie Turner motored to Winthrop imported Japanese product an turn the empty package and Ru-Ex
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cost you nothing to try as it ls 1 man wanted, for outside Islands
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bath, af 16 Knox St.. Thormston. for
Friday to attend a basketball game. alyzed by him contained a total will
sold by your druggist under an abso i F. ANDERSON. 14 Washington St. 6-8 rent. Available after Feb 1 LEE W
Mrs. Annie Moody and Willis of .024 grains of arsenic per pound, lute money-back guarantee. Ru-Ex
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Is for sale and recommend
Moody of North Warren were cal while the “tolerance level” for Compound
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ed by C. H MOOR & COMPANY and stock wanted.
heated apartment to
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O. Bowden, Miss Caroline Bow Administration is .025. Of three
FOUR room furnished, heated apt
POSITION wanted, earing for in
to let. automatic hot water. At 15
den, Charles Bowden and Thurlow American specimens of crab prod
valid or doing housework
MRS R
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Summer
St. Vacant this week. H M
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conveniences, hard wood floors. Three
Book 244, Page 477. conveyed to
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Bowden visi nativity of the giant king crab ln
the undersigned THE FEDERAL LAND
rooms bath and kltc^ienette. Apply
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157-tf
ted last Thursday at Wilbur S'rat- marked the proceedings, with im BANK, of SPRINGFIELD, a corpora
tion duly established under the laws MISCELLANEOUS
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the United States of America, and
let on Warren 8t. Inquire at 12 WARAlfred Littb's in Bristol.
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REN
or 11 JAMES ST.___________ 151-tf
City of Springfield, Massachusetts.
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Norman Matheson of Somerville, contending it “is as much Ameri the
In Federal Land Bank District Num cutting, holder of district meat stamp
LARGE heated room and bath to
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indicating
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County Rd, BOX 712. Rockland 6‘11
Pond; same being the former Eggs And Chicks
nativity. Dr. Schmitt pointed out nebec
homestead of Silas Hawes, deceased.
their beds.
RAISED deck lobster or trawl boat
Also another certain lot or parcel
that “the first specimen of any
for sale 34' 8x9' 4"; built 1936 VFRof land, situate ln said town of Union,
CLEMENTS Reds — Rocks. Crosses, NON W. CUSHMAN, Box 25. Friend
species of sea life is usually given bounded and described as follows, to Sex
Links, have pep and profit ability. ship
6*ll
Eskimos of Greenland boast that
a name in conformance with loca wit. Beginning at a stake and stone Maine-U. S. Pullorum Clean. Custo
they have no swear words in their tion of its discovery.” The species i on the westerly line of land that John mers are extra enthusiastic. Pullet
F’ITTED and Junk wood for sale 811
S. Abbott bought of Amos Barrett:
ln all breeds There sre good c~rd; four-foot clef ted wood $9 cord
language because the severe cli also abounds in Alaskan waters, thence south 56 deg. W. 45 13 rods chicks
reasons, told ln free catalogue. Write W L OXTON, Wet Rockport. Tel
to stake and stones at corner of land for It now CLEMENTS BROTHERS Camden 8911,_______________________ 6-3
mate and hard life make for un he said, and thus “is as much formerly
of Nathan Hills; thence
COW for sale, new milch Ouernsev
north
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clean RI R chicks. Parmenter Strain
Sexed Pullets and roosters, heavy lavers
TWO
Venetian
blinds
for
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ft
CLARENCE ROLLINS. Hallowell. Me
wide. 7*s ft. drop: Superfex oil heater
________ ____ _________________
2*10 sign. 14 ft. bv 18 ln. All good a6-8
R I. Red chicks for sale, hatched new. TEL 1078.
from 2-year old hens; also day-old
'37 DODGE 4-door sedan for sale
roosters 2c each.
W. H TOLMAN clean
Job. DYER'S OARAGE Te!
Waldoboro. Tel. 153
156-tf 124-W_______________________________
6_H
S.C.R I. Red Chicks for sale.U-a
POUR 1940 Deluxe Universal wasiv
Pullorum clean. Write or phone M M ers for sale, fully automatic. 9 lb tub
KTNNEY. Thomaston, St. George Rd
balloon rollers, pump Was *79 95 Now
Box 49. Tel. Tenants Harbor 56-14
1 *55 55 Tel 768-R HAROLD COOMBS
3*8 , 64 Masonic St., Rockland.
__ 5*7
CIRCULATING-woocf’heater macs
overcoat (size 42), and carpenter's toolfor sale
MRS OEORGE COOLEY
Cushing.
.6* ■
Pursuant to a petition by Rale
Chapin requesting a license to )■
PAIR heavy oxen for sale. Grade
extend and maintain a fl«h weir
! Durhams, well matched, and good
tide waters within the limits of
workers. ALBERT SHERMAN. Apple
town of Isle au Haut. and in a,
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dance with the provisions of Sec
'37 DODGE. 2 door sedan for aaie
Chap. 4 of the revised Statute
radio, heater and defroster. DYER >
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laws of 1S21. and further amende
Chap. 180 of the public laws 192
BUILDING with a« acre land for
wit
sale cellar, chimney, city water, large
Extending from the land ot Isl
shed, kitchen ls finished
Price *500
Haut Land Co.. Inc., at heac
, can be paid for as rent. Cor. of Oliver
Moore's Harbdr. ln a Southerly ci
and Park St. V F STUDLEY. 283
tion about 600 yds to a depth <
Main St.. Tel. 1154.________________ < <4
feet at mean low tide.
I
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' sale. Just like new DYERS OARAGE
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the Rockland Courier-Gazette
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nut
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*8 per to». del Nut else New River
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c;:y was recent guest cf her mother, has beer, completed.
'election of officers.
The Non-eaters met Wednesday
Virginia Cole spent a day reThe officers cf Moses Webster Mrs. Belle Howes
with Mrs. Beulah Drew,
Rev. Mary S Gibson visited her cently with Helen Dunham,
I Lodge, F A M were installed Tut sMrs Josephine Clayter will be ca.v by Past Master, Edgar Brad- daughter, Mrs. Virgil Morse, Jr., j Nina Philbrook visited relatives
hostess tonight to the Night Hawks street assisted by P. m. George of North Waldoboro, several days in Stonington recently,
Club.
The community was saddened to
iStrachan as marshal. The officers recently.
Mrs Elmer Simmers entertained are: Worshipful master George A 1 Harcld O, Bruce. Alfred G Bruce. hear of the death of Lewis Moltedo
the Neighborhood Club Wednes : Lawry; senior warden. Freeman D Horace M Ccombs. Fullerton N of Hyde Park, formerly ol this
day.
j Roberts; junior warden, G. Ernest Morgan, and Fred A. Chellis, all of P’ace. Mr. Moltedo passed SumThe Lions Club will meet at Arey; senior deacon, Leon Arey; Belfast. visited Quantabacock Lodge i mers h£re.
Union Church vestry tonight. R J junior deacon, Walter Ingerson; FAM. Saturday night. Arnold E.
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Qua r.t abacook Lodge visited Phoe- | in japan given in honor of Admiral
nix Ledge in Belfast Monday night
night. Togo’s vb
,fnrv over the Russian
victory
Mrs. Arnold E. Davis and chil- fleet, to which Mr. Bryan and some
, dren Arnold and Betty spent sev American friends were invited. Mr.
eral days recently at the heme of Bryan’s friends, knowing well his
| her mother. Mis. Henry Fletcher teetotal temperance proclivities
• of Palmyra.
wondered how Mr. Bryan would get
Mr and Mrs. J. Earl Ness of Bel by when toast was offered. But
fast were guests Sunday cf Miss when the time came Mr. Bryan was
Belie Lowe'.l and W C. Creamer.
equal to the emergency. Rising he
Mrs. Marie Payson of Brooks said: “Since Admiral Togo won his
i was a recent business caller here. victory on the water, let us cele
brate the event with that element.”
And
it was done.
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America’s Finer Tea
turned home after being employed in North Africa, great plains in
in Belfast.
North America, and pampas in Ar
Mrs. Susie Maddocks was guest gentina.
Wednesday of Mr. and Ms
Charles Thurston.
Mrs. Ada Mitchell, Mrs. Edna
Miller and son Jesse, were visitors
Friday at Mr. and Mrs. D. M. Col
lins.’ ‘
' Raymond Pease has employment
Martha — don't go home to
with Ray Maddocks.
Mother! Here’s what she’ll tell
Mr. and Mrs. George Ames and
you .. . that any man likes va
family were visitors last Thursday
riety in foods. And with Ruinat Mr. and Mrs. Linwcod Mitchell’s
ford Baking I’owder you can
Mrs. Rhoda Sukeforth is em
use any recipe that takes your
ployed at the home of Mrs. Julia
fancy. Don’t worry about the
Morse in Appleton.
special quantities required for
Carolyn Hart recently visited her
special tyj»es of baking powder.
With ltuinford just use the
aunt Mrs. Edna Miller.
— ready-prepared—simply add
amount thc directions call for,
William Mitchell is employed in
milk or water! Made of a blend
and expect perfect results every
Warren by Russell Bradstreet.
of four fine-quality flours — for
time FREE. Send for new book
John Collins of Newtown. Conn,
let, containing dozens of
light, tender pancakes in a hurry 1
has been a recent visiter at th:
bright ideas to improve your
home of his mother, Mrs. Lizzi
baking. Address: Rumford
Jacobs.
Baking Powder, Box J, Rum
TheLma Linscott has employmen:
ford,
Rhode Island.
as
store
clerk
in
South
Liberty
fo;
Remember Pillsbury’s Buckwheat Pancake Flour, Too!
Robert Esancv.
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LET
>M tenement with bath to let.
• i \iVed Opposite Maine Cen•: n Rent reit onable. Inq'i'r*'
LI ATA. The Men's Shop, Main
Rockland
7-tf

ARMOUR’S STAR

1Y front room to let. all con•
suitable for light house51 Oranlte St
7-9
IB f re w th three rooms and
r ir 73 Pirk St Center store
$6 week V F. STUDLEY.
6 tf
Hain St

Pure Pork Sausage

>DERN 5-room apartment with
at 16 Knox St.. Thoimaton. for
table after Feb 1 LEE W
CrR Tel 48 Warren._________ 5-tf

furnished, heated apt
it in itlc hot water. At 15
■ : st Vacantthis week.
H. M.
IT. Tel 318-W
___ ________ 4-tf
F’RAI. unfurnishedapartments
centrally located Inquire H 8
H _Tel_ 723-R_____________ 3-tf
nt

SUGGESTIONS

A!

■> j

\TED apartment to let, modern
n'en ■ - hard wood floors. Three
- bith and kitchenette. Apply
0 Union St., or TEL 158
157-tf
70 or 3 room furnished apt ♦ ’
:i Warren St Inquire at 12 WARr11 J*¥58 ST__________ 151-tf
IE heated room and bath to
week
FOSS HOUSE. 77 Park
_____________________ 1-tf

STAR
meal

t'ISHED heated apartment to
'• ith Main St. TEL 693 . 5-7

't r>

PRACTICAL
armours

MINTURN

Austin William Sadler died sud
denly Monday from a heart at
tack, having been in ill health only
a short time. He was born in

Sunshine, Oct. 29, 1875, son of
George and Charlotte (Stinson)
Sadler. Forty-two years ago he
came to Swans Island, was married
to Myra Sprague, and had made
this his home ever since.
»
Mr. Sadler followed the sea all
his life and since residing here,
he had been a successful lobster
fisherman.
He was a devoted husband and
father, a kind neighbor and friend
to all, ever ready to lend a help
ing hand to those less fortunate
than himself. In times of sick
ness he was one of the first to
offer his services. He will be sad
ly missed in the community.
Survivors are his wife. MYra
Sadler; a daughter, Mrs. Harry
Stockbridge; a son, Abner; and
three grandchildren, Paul Stockbridge, June Sadler and John A.
Sadler.
Funeral services were held Wed
nesday* at the home here. Rev.
Ralph Benson of Sunshine officiat
ing. There were beautiful floral
offerings. Bearers were Chester
Sprague, Alden Stanley, Freeman
Bridges and William Sprague. In
terment was in Grindle Hill ceme
tery.

Capt. Walter E. Scott was guest
speaker Wednesday at the Stoning
ton Lions Club.
iRussell Brown arrived home Sat
urday from Great Spruce Head
Island.
Mrs. Isabelle Barbour of North
Stonington recently visited her
parents the George M. Dodges.
Mrs. Kathryn Scott has been
ill with the grippe.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Haskell are
visiting in Massachusetts.
Mrs. George C. Hardy has re
turned to Watertown. Mass.

Stops Perspiration
'A

A

ARR1D
n

per toot, fitted. $1 -50:
long. $1 30 M. B. * C. O487____________
1U
/alley stove and nut coal
14 50; Pocahontas lump/
•d dry hard wood. $1 50 ftSEN. Tel. Thomaston
H hard coal, egg, atove, nut
per ton. del. Hout ehold soft cos*
he. del Nut else New River so<
reened $9 ton del.; screened. »*•
el. MB* O. O. PRRRT. 5»J
St.. Tel. 487.
*'u

1.

Does not rot dresses, does
not irritate skin.

2. Nowaitingtodry.Canbeused
right after shaving.

Fresh as All Outdoors!

ARMOUR'S STAR BACON

ARMOUR’S CLOVERBLOOM BUTTER

Star Bacon fries or broils to smooth,
even, brown slices with a glorious rich
flavor that brings empty plates back for
more. Treat your
family to Armour's
Star Bacon today.
They’ll love it!

for Flavor and Freshness !

4.
5.

“Armour's-Own” curing process and
“Stop-Watch” smoking make this
America's most delicious bacon.

America’s most delicious sausage
There’s a perfectly simple reason why star
Pure Pork Sausages are famous as America s
most delicious brand!
They are made fresh every day from
fine, pure pork — and seasoned with the
choicest natural spices according to a secret
Armour recipe that’s the envy of sausage
makers everywhere!
Be sure you order
Armour's Star Pure
/*►•# *O»«
•«
Pork Sausage by
name! You get more
for your money in
flavor, in freshness!
Be sure to put it on
your shopping list
today!

Looks Grand—Tastes Even Better!

3.

Instantly stops perspiration
for 1 to 3 days. Removes odor
from perspiration.
Apure,white,greaseless,stain
less vanishing cream.
Arrid has been awarded the

AGED JUST RIGHT
TRY IT
YOU’LL LIKE IT

FINAST
BREAD
244 LB
BAG

FLOUR
PRUNES

At all stores selling toilet goods
(alao in 10/ and 59/ jars

1

ARMOUR'S

STAR MEATS

VINALHAVEN
& ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
ROCKLAND, ME.

Service te:
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
ington, Isle an Hant, Swan’s
Island and Frenchboro

WINTER SERVICE
Subject te change without notice.
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
P. M.
A. M.
Ar. 6.00
5J8 Lv. Swan’s Island,
Ar. 4.40
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 3.30
7 j© Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 2.45
8.30 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Lv. 1.30
930 Ar. Rockland,
118-tf

I.BS.

SANTA CLARA
OHIO

LGE.

BLUE

BXS.

TIP

ORANGE SALE
Buy a case or several dozen of these delicious

DOZ

sweet, juicy Florida Oranges

A DOZ

SIZE

PANCAKE

FANCY

SPINACH
TIMBERLAKE -

(Aakes Oe'icious
2Ooz
Light Fluffy
PKG
Pancakes

2
2

WHOLE REFUGEE

STRING BEANS
FINAST -

FLOUR

SIZE

FINAST - G/?££N

WHITE SPRAY

19 oz

TINS
27 oz

TINS

SPICY

SWEET RELISH

ss

17c

PURE MAPLE

SYRUP

LIBBY’S -

2 LB
PKG

TENDER - MILDLY CURED

12 oz
TIN

CORNED BEEF
VEGETABLE JUICE VITAMIN DRINK

12^2 oz
TINS

V-8 COCKTAIL

Vermont’s
BOT
Finest

8 oz

JAR

CRISP - OVEN BAKED

SODA CRACKERS

CO-OP.

TIMBERLAKE -

IN TOMATO SAUCE

SARDINES
PENN-RAD

I LB
TINS

"lifornia

SUNNY DAY - WHITENS, DISINFECTS

MOTOR

QT
BOT

BLEACH
SUNNY DAY -

OIL
100% PURE PENNSYLVANIA

CLOUDY STYLE

QT
BOT

AMMONIA
SAVE SEVERAL PENNIES ON EVERY POUND

2 GAL TIN

MARVO

SEALED

Shortening

t
.nb37c
tin

Tea Bags
Tea Bags

Co-op. BEAN Sale
PEA BEANS «ssA.liT 4
19c
YELLOW EYE beans 3 BUBLK 19c
LIMA BEANS tANCr
OUR FAMOUS
MELLOW FRESH

Homeland
Homeland

COFFEES

AT THE LOWEST PRICES EVER

Pkg of 15

Pkg of 30

1 etC
85c

Pink Salmon

Cloverdale

« tf.

Heinz Soups

All Kind.

« tf 85c

Baked Beans

Finest

«183c

Brown Bread

Finest

« tf. 83c

Finest Ketchup

85c

«

Grapefruit Juice
Sweetheart Soap

Cake Flour

White Spray

3

Bar.

17C

15c

..

RICHMOND COFFEEAR 2 BA (SS 25c
JOHU ALDEN FAVORITE 2 BACSS 29C
l/VDn A LUXURY COFFEE
O I LB
I\I D V AT A THRIFTY PRICE « BAGS
COPLEY
19c

Scott Products
ScotTissue
3
23c
Waldorf Tissue 4 Ro»> 19C
Scot Towels

R°" 10c

Mm3
CALIFORNIA JUICY

LEMONS

FANCY CRISP

doz

COURTLAND

APPLES
LARGE

3 lbs 17c

SPINACH
NEW

GRAPEFR’T 8 for

Before you can buy
it, Armour's Cloverbloom Butter
must pass a rigid keeping quality test.
That's why it's always “fresh as all out
doors” when you buy it—and stays that
way longer.. .the ideal butter for every
tabic use. And remember, it’s rich in
the vitamins that build healthy, sturdy
bodies. Buy Cloverbloom Butter today!

FANCY
PASTRA’
24tt LB
BAG

LARGE, FANCY

MATCHES

FLORIDA

c<<cw

LBS.

69c

25 MILLION jars of Arrid
have been sold. Try a jar today!

39*-i-

LB.

ISClOLEO

Approval Seal of the American
Institute of Laundering for
being harmless to fabrics.

ARRID

ROLL

MARGARINE

LARD

••
Sausage on lop
of Stufled Whipped
Potatoes

30.4 TIN

1 LB.

TABLE QUALITY

WE ALE CC-OPERATINS WITH THE BEAN GROWERS of AMERICA

_____ 6*11

a

PURE

BROOKSIDE FANCY

MAYFLOWER -

safely

ID deck lobfite” or trawl host
34 8 \9 4". built 1936 VFRCUSHMAN. Box 25. Friend

6-o

BUTTER
CHEESE

GLEN COVE
Mrs. Bernice Maddocks is con
valescing at her home on Camden
street.
t. B. Hall was in Belfast Tuesday
on business.
Frank Fuller is confined to the
house with grippe.
Thomas Farley and family have
moved to the cottage at Sea View
Cabins.
Miss Alice M. Fuller has recov
ered frcm chicken pox, her sister
Joyce being new ill with this ail
ment.
Members of Penobscot View
Grange who attended Limerock
VaP.ey Pomona Saturday were Da
vid Eaton, Mr. and Mrs. George
Cunningham. Fred Rice, HenryPayson. Esther Munro, Minnie
Miles and Mr. and Mrs C. E
Gregory.
Arthur Walker, first selectman,
was here on business Friday.
Thomas Anderson and crew are
making repairs on the Hall tene
ment on Warrenton street which
was damaged by fire.

BIG

FIRST NATIONAL STORES

DEER ISLE

Cream Deodorant

H I BOX 712, Ro-kiand 6‘1\

LV

2s25‘

Austin W. Sadler

K ti tiler for sale, reasonable.
: Buttermilk Lane and New

oxen for sale. Orade
well matched, and Kood
ALBERT SHERMAN. Apple7-41
5*7
IX i D'iE 2 door sedan for saje.
.iter and defroster.
DYERS
Tel 124 W______________
[NO with
acre land f°r
»r. chimney, city water. lergf
■hen Is finished
Price $5w
a.d for as rent. Cor. of Ollyej
St
V F. STUDLEY. 283
Tel 11 54_________ _
LVROI.ET 2-door sedan f°r
like new DYERS OARAGE.

OLD FASHIONED^^ PEACHES
jWr^«Y0UR MOTHER AND
GRANDMOTHER PUT UP YEARS AGO

I Vi y -

Portland.

/’

1-tf

heavy

H

Ralph Benson of Sunshine.
Leroy Stanley went Thursday to

[ARTMENT to let at 9 Limerock
, lire at PEOPLES LAUNDRY

"O ind Junk wood for sale. $11
ue t i » c,cited wood $9 cord
OXroN Wet Rockport. Tel.
8311
6-3
• t i!" new milch Guernsey
HlItRlAM. UNION
TEL 8-5
6*8
• netiin blinds for sale. 9 ft.
, It dr ip. Superfex oil heater;
ft bv 18 In
AU good as
El, 1078
______________ «-8
>DGE 4-door sedsn for sale.
<b
DYERS GARAOE. Tel_
_______________ 6 8
1940 Deluxe Universal wash"
i e. fully automatic. 9 lb tub.
pump Was $79 95 Now
Ti 768-R HAROLD COOMBS,
nicest.. Rockland^__________5*7
I ATINC.-wood""heater, man s
■size 42 i and carpenter's tools
MRS GEORGE COOLEY^

//a

Mrs. Nelson Sprague and Mrs.
Chester Sprague are in Portland
where the former will undergo an
eye operation.
Elmer Davis went Tuesday to
Bar Harbor to visit his sister.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Stockbridge
have moved home from Rockland
where they have been residing.
Those from out of town to at
tend the funeral of Austin Sadler
were Mrs. Vena Henselar and Rev.

New Under-arm
A

Page Five

5 lbs

CABBAGE 3 lbs 15c
YELLOW
4 lbs 10:
TURNIP
COMMON

TANGERINES 2 doz
ICEBERG

5 lbs 15:

ONIONS
FANCY

LETTUCE 2 hds 15c CARROTS 2 bch 13:
RIPE

NATIVE

TOMATOES 2 lbs

CELERY

2 bch 23:

WE REDEEM ORANGE AND ELUE STAMPS

FIRST NATIONAL STORES

Evcry-Othcr-Day

THOMASTON
ft ft ft ft
SHIRLEY T. WILLIAMS
Correspondent
ft ft ft ft
Tel. 190

Mr. and Mrs. Warren Everett,
who came recently from Tuckahoe,
N. J. to make their home here,
are occupying the northern apart
ment of Mrs. Evelyn Snow's house
on Oreen street.
The Star Circle of Orace Chap
ter met Tuesday at the home of
Mrs. Emma Greenleaf and re
elected: President, Mrs. Faye Stet
son; vice president. Miss Helen
Stetson; secretary-treasurer, Mrs.
Josephine Stone. The executive
board members will be appointed
later. Following a social hour, re
freshments were served by Mrs.
Blanche Lermond. Mrs. Margaret
Fifield and Mrs. Bertha Seekins
The next meeting will be Feb. 18
at Mrs. Stone s home.
Mrs. Leona Quinn of Waldoboro
will operate the Empress Beauty
Salon Friday and Saturday in the
absence of Miss Barbara Batchel
der. who is at the home cf her
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Philip Batch
elder. in Belfast, recovering from
an attack of the grippe.
Mrs. William Boynton of Cush
ing ls spending a few weeks as
guest of Mrs. Martha Carter and
Miss Mary McPhail.
Tlie Beta Alpha held its delayed
Christmas party Monday night at
the Baptist vestry. During a brief
business meeting, the names of
Mrs Barbara Jack and Mrs. Lottie
White were added to tlie work
committee. A social evening with
exchange of gifts was concluded
with tlie serving of refreshments.
Mrs. Annie Mank will be hostess
at tlie next meeting at her home
Jan. 27. She w.ll be assisted on
the refreshment committee by
Mrs. Edith Chapman and Mrs.
Barbara Jack
">Room Mothers" to assist ill the
functioning of the Parent-Teacher
Association have been chosen frem
tlie Oreen Street Grades thus:
Fourth. Mrs. Ray Spear; third,
Mrs. Ellis Young; second, Mrs.
Chester Slader; first. Mrs. Robert
Mayo; sub-primary, Mrs. Philip
Greenleaf.
At the annual meeting of the
Thomaston National Bank Tues
day these officers were re-elected:
President. Richard O Elliot; ex
ecutive vice president and trust
officer, Frank D. Elliot; vice presi
dent, Richard E. Dunn; cashier,
Harold F. Dana; assistant cashier,
Charles M Starrett. Tlie direc
tors are Levi Seavey. Richard O.
Elliot, Richard E. Dunn., Frank
D. Elliot, Robert W. Walsh and
Willis iR. Vinal.'
Tri-County Osteopathic Society
met at Webber's Inn Monday pre
ceded by dinner. Tlie business
meeting was conducted by Dr. E.
R. Moss, acting president, and the
election of officers was postponed
until the next meeting. Dr. Arthur
Witholm, radiologist of the Osteo
pathic Hospital of Bangor, was the
speaker. Others present were Dr.

and Mrs. Veme Rice of Searsport,
Dr. and Mrs. Harry Pettapiece of
Camden. Dr James Kent and Dr.
Edwin Scarlott of Rockland, and
Mrs. Moss.
Mrs. Margaret Stone was hos
tess Tuesday to the Federated
Circle. Officers were re-elected:
President, Miss Helen Studley;
vice president, Mrs. Selma Big
gers; secretary. Mrs. Nina Leach;
treasurer, Mrs. Shirley Williams.
These officers, with Mrs. Marion
Grafton, Mrs. Emma Greenleaf
and Mrs. Charlotte Gray, comprise
the executive board for the year.
| It was planned to have a public
supper Jan. 28 at 6.30. following
the afternoon meeting, at the Fed
erated Church. Mrs. Greenleaf,
Mrs. Williams and Mrs. Priscilla
Moss were appointed the commit
tee. The president also appointed
Mrs. Leach, Mrs. Biggers and
’Mrs. Lillian Ccmery to serve on
the fancy work committee and
Mrs. Mary Crie, Miss Nellie Gar
diner and Mrs. Evelyn Snow on
the apron committee. At the con
clusion of the meeting, refresh
ments were served by tbe hostess.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy E. Demmons
and daughter. Miss Mildred Dem
mons, are planning to leave to
morrow for six weeks’ vacation in
St. Petersburg, Fla.
Mrs. Emma J. Seavey
Funeral services will be held to
day at 2 o'clock at the Baptist
Church for Mrs. Emma J. Seavey,
widow of Elisha F. Seavey, who
died Tuesday at the home of her
daughter, Mrs. Nida Copeland.
Mrs. Seavey was the daughter
of Samuel H. and Rebecca (Hunt)
Philbrook. and was born Feb. 11.
1855 in South Thomaston. Since
she was 18 years old, practically
all her life had been spent here
and in Warren, and she was a
member of the Warren Baptist
Church.
She is survived by four daugh
ters. Mrs. Seldon Robinson of War
ren, Mrs. Elmer Locke of Portland,
ard Mrs. Flora Kalloch and Mrs.
Copeland of Thomaston; one
grandson. Roger Kalloch, also of
this town and several nieces and
nephews.
Rev. Donald F. Perron will offi
ciate at the funeral service and
burial will be in Thomaston ceme
tery.

NACMA MAYHEW
Correspondent
ZX zx zx ZX
zx zx zx zx

Tel. 713

The Town Budget Committee
meets tonight at 7 o'clock at the
selectmen’s cffice.
The Rotary Club conducted a
round table discussion of the pro
posed zoning ordinnnee Tuesday
at Wadsworth Inn. The discussion
group was led by William Reed.
Hugh Montgomery and Percy Kel
ler. The above proposal is large
enough to allow for increase busi
ness expansion fcr several years,
but will serve to protect property
owners in the residential zones
from the encroachment of unsight
ly commercial enterprises. The
Zoning Ordinance is not as yet
in its final form. Intentions are
to complete it in time for a vote
at Town Meeting. Arthur Stevens
of Augusta and Louis Walker of
Rockland were visiting Rotarians.
The Business Men's Association
met Monday at which time five
were admitted to membership: Wil
liam Packard, Andrew Nafis. Ar
thur Webster, Dr. Saul Polisner
and' Harold Sargent. The mem
bership campaign was discussed.
The Camden National Bank
held its annual meeting Tuesday
and re-elected, Charles Wood,
president; C. Wilkes Babb, Charles
Wood, T. Jenness French, J. Hugh
Montgomery, Harol-d Corthell and
Josiah Hobbs as directors.
Allen Insurance Agency has re
cently sold the shore property of
E K. Dillingham, to Myron A.
Robarts. The captain’s cottage on
the C. W. Henry Estate has been
rented to Mrs. Thomas Crimmings
of Boston, for the Summer; "East
ward" belonging to Mrs. Theodore
Ross is rented to Mrs. John E.
Thatcher of New York City and
“Overlook ’ also on the Henry
Estate, is rented to Mrs. John L.
Logan of New York City.
The Philathea Class will meet
Friday at the church parlors. The
meeting. Jan. 24 will be held at
the home of Mrs. Lloyd Sykes,
Central street with Mrs. Charles
Wood and Miss Flora Wright as
assisting hostesses.
An open meeting of the Monday
Club was held at the St. Thomas
Episcopal Parish Hcuse 85 mem
bers and guests enjoying a pre
sentation of colored views of the
Maine Coast, accompanied by ap
propriate Maine poems and short
articles on the Coast. Mrs. Wil
liam Talbot of Portland, assisted
by Mr. Talbot was graciously re
ceived and the attentive listeners
found most of the views familiar
to them. Poems by Wilbert Snow
of Sipruce Head, Henry W Long
fellow and James Whitcomb Riley
were given, also parts of Alfred
Loomis’ book on the Maine Coast.
An informal reception followed the
program at which time Miss Tere
sa Arau poured.
Refreshments

Telephone
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Donald P. Simmons of Union is
new at the U. S. Naval Training
Station in Newport. R. I. He went
last Thursdaj’ to Boston where h®
passed the required physical and
mental examinations and enlisted
in the Navy. Mr. Simmons' en
gagement to Miss Beverly Bowden
of Rockland was recently announced in this paper. He is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Simmens cf Union a,nd graduated
from Union High School, class cf
1940. where he was active in bas
ketball and other sports.

were arranged by the committee.
Mrs. Lulu Green, Mrs. Ann Proc
tor and Mrs. Nerita Wight. The
program was planned by Mrs. Lu
cille Hary. Mrs. Helen Mont
gomery and Mrs. Agnes Witham.
The next meeting will be at the
home of Mrs. Witham, Elm street.
A food sale by the Congrega
tional Ladies Circle will be held
Friday at Bucklin's Store. Mrs.
Ora Brown will be in charge. Red
Cross work was done at the circle
meeting Wednesday at the Parish
House. Next week's meeting will
be held with Mrs. Alvah Greenlaw.
Zero weather did' not prevent
members of the Girl Scout Troop
Committees in Belfast and Friend
ship from motoring here Tuesday
night, to greet Mrs. Ronald Leslie
of the National Staff of the Girl
Scouts of America, who came
from Boston to discuss new ideas
and activities in general in this
part of the State. Committees from
these towns gathered at the Elm
Street School to hear an enlighten
ing talk on what troops are doing
throughout the country in help
ing communities at this time. Mrs.
Leslie plans to return early in
March to discuss further the coor
dination of troop leaders with
their committees.

QQ3

DeZiuer

WITH THE RICH CRE.AM FLAVOR

Swift’s BROOKFIELD BUTTER, 2 lbs 69c
TENDER, MEATY

POT ROASTS................................. lb 17c
PURE PORK—HOME MADE

GREYHOUND

SUPER-COACHES

SAUSAGE.........................................

Sample Sayings
One Way R. T.

One Way R. T.

ROCKLAND TO:
Boston,
S3.10 S6.U>
New York,
6.15 11.10
Miami, Fla..
22.05 39.70
Portsmouth, N. II., 2.65 4.80

Los Angeles, Calif., $46.85 $84255
West Palm Beach. 21.30 38.45
10.95 19.75
Rochester, N. A’.,
*1.00 37.80
St. Petersburg,
Newburyport, Mass., 3.15 5.70

CONVENIENT BUSES DAILY........................... SOUTHBOUND
Leave 10.00 A. M.
CONVENIENT BUSES DAILY........................... NORTHBOUND
Arrive 4.30 P. M.

CORNED BEEF............................... lb 17c
NATIVE VEAL

ROCKLAND, ME.

2 lge lvs

15c Chops,

lb 29c

SWIFT’S

NATIVE

3 cans 25c

Potatoes, peck 17c Pard,
1 LB. FRESH PIG’S LIVER,
1 LB. SLICED BACON,
SLICED CENTER CUTS
SWIFT’S PREMIUM

lb 49c

Ham,

BAXTER’S

Spinach, 2 ige cans

29c

HEAVY WESTERN
JUICY TENDER
PORTERHOUSE

lb 33c Cube Steak, lb 23c

Steaks,
SWIFT S PREMIUM

Sauer Kraut 3 lb 25c

lb 29c

FINEST YOU EVER TASTED

We Redeem Orange and Blue

SHELDON'S DRUG STORE
441 MAIN STREET

Bread,

Frankfurts,

Ask About Time-Saving Florida Service

lb 21c

LEAN BRISKET

HONEY BOY

Lock up the garage and do your out-of-town traveling in America s
favorite “out-of-town car"—a warm, smooth-riding Super-Coach.
Relax in a deep cushioned easy chair and let one of the nation’s
safest drivers do all the work. You'll save wear and tear on your
car, yourself and your pocketbook, too, for Greyhound fares are
only about Vi the cost of driving! Go in comfort—go Greyhound.

TEL. 616-W

ROCKPORT

ZX ZX ZX ZN
zx ZX ZX ^X

Kodachrome Picture Show
Kodachromes in the collections of
Joel Miller and Harry Stewart and
from the titles here given from
the collection of Stephen Laven
der will be projected on a screen
in the high school auditorium at
8 p. in. sharp tonight.
Stine of the titles of these colored
pictures are; Bathing Beauty;
Hupper’s Beach; Mayo Children;
Playpen; Anna in Gingham; The
Little Piper; Four Generations;
Two Monkeys in Her Lap; Pema
quid Surf; Surf on the Point; Gulls
Scuth Africa is trying to stamp
and Pools; Surf and Schooner;
out a secret society endeavoring to
Searching for Snails; Coca Cola
establish a “Christiani National dic
Ad; Pemaquid Light; Sea Spray;
tatorship" in the country’.
Departure Battery F; Sargent
Libby; Bugle and Drum Corps;
Newcastle Tidal Basin; Don’t Let ington Hill; Thomaston from
DO YOU SUFFER WITH
Anybody Get Yours; Bowdoin- George's River Road; Where the
Amherst Game; View From Wash- Woodbine Twineth; Mill Pond.
ARTHRITIS?
GET
Liberty Road; Stephanie with
Kathleen Libby; Harry Moody;
A. B. M. C.
Oyster River Fence; Oyster and
OINTMENT
Georges River Fork; Dunn Street
in Bloom; Golden Elm; Jefferson
$1.00
Road; Doc Peabody and Child;
AT
Chilly Houses, and Just Out of
LIBBY’S PHARMACY
Bed.
TEL. 731.
CAMDEN, ME.
The performance is open to the
Mail Orders Filled
general public. A small admission
4-Th-7
fee will be charged.

... one of the luxurious

TALK OF THE TOWN At The Theatres

Joined The Navy

CAMDEN

GLENDENNING’S MARKET

. i

Every-Other-Day
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Food Plan Stamps
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principal locales and replicas of im
portant locales there were authen
tically constructed. Noted flyers
carried cameras aloft for the ma
jor thrills.
• * • •
A picture centering around the
Northwest Mounted Police is the
Friday-Saturday feature at Park
Theatre, “Danger Ahead" with
James Newill and Dorothea Kent
in the leading roles.

Robert Taylor plays Alan Drake,
A representative of the Augusta
Field Office of the Social Security- Pensacola cadet, assigned to the
ft ft ft ft
Board will1 be a* the Rockland crack "Hell Cats" squadron in
T.TDA G. CHAMPNE'V
Deputy Collector > Office. Post “Flight Command" Fri. and Sat
Correspondent
Office Building. Jan. 22. at 12 noon. at the Strand. Amid thrills of
ft ft ft ft
He will be pleased to assist appli battle practice and intimate de
Tel. 2229
cants who may wish to file claims, tails of life at an air base he seeks
or to assist them in other matters to comfort the wife of his com
Out of respect to Capt. Frank pertaining to old-age and survivors mander when her brother, his best
P. J. Carleton, all places of busi- irsu’ ance.
friend, "cracks up.’’ Members of
ness in town will be closed this
the squadron, loyal to their com- Comique Theatre
afternoon during the funeral servThe popularity contest to be held jmander and his wife as is Drake
The house of hits presents a truly
ices from 2 to 3 o'clock,
in connection with Community 'himself misunderstand the situa
Mrs. A. T. Carroll suffered an Food Fair is being organized by tion and in his anger Drake resigns. great picture when "North We t
ill turn Tuesday at her home and Chairmen James Connellan and After a sensational rescue during Mounted Police" is being shewn
as a result is confined to the bed Mrs. Elizabeth Seavey. All girls maneuvers, the misunderstanding is Jan. 16 and 17. Starring Gary
with a trained nurse in attendance. and young women interested in cleared and the squadron, reunit Cooper and Madeleine Carroll, and
boasting a supporting cast of
Mrs. Ellen Bohndell entertained joining the contest and competing ed in loyalty, takes to the air.
thousands, headed by Paulette
for
the
generous
prizes
should
re

Amid
the
dramatic
episodes
run
the Thimble Club this week at her
port their names immediately at thrills of dive-bombing, forced Goddard. Preston Foster and Roi,.
home.
the Chamber of Commerce, phone landings, battle practice, Taylor s ert Preston, this dramatic story n
Mies Barbara Richardson is con- 860.
close escape when his fighting technicolor of “North West Mourn
fined to the house again with a
plane tangles with an aerial target, ed Police" is set in a period when
second attack of the prevailing
An outstanding feature of Com and other peak moments of excite Canada was threatened by a Civil
epidemic.
War cf its own as thou-a:
;
munity Food Fair. Feb. 17-22 will ment in the air.
The Nitsumsosum Club met be the afternoon arid evening door
Frank Borzage. who directed "The half-breeds revolted 3gains' ,.e
Monday night at the home of Mr. prizes. Special emphasis will be Mortal Storm,”, and is himself an toveinment. It tells the love st .y
and Mrs. A. V. McIntyre in War- placed on them and in the list aviator, directed. The cast includes of two Mounted Policemen, one itl
ren. High score winners were Mrs. will be heavy galvanized pails, such names as Paul Kelly, Shep- love with a gallant nurse, tie
Nina Carroll and Frederick Rich large dish pans, agate ware dishes, perd Strudwick, Nat Pendleton, Red other fascinated by an Indian i l
ards with Mrs. Louise Holbrook handsome waste baskets, serving Skelton, Dick Purcell, William who is about as tame as a t er.
and Douglas Bisbee receiving low. trays, etc. Augustus H. Huntey, Tannen, William Stelllng and Stan The picture treat that can't b™
Mrs. Mae Butler and Mrs. Ellen chairman of beano, will offer a ley Smith.
beat ts always found at the
Bohndell were hostesses Monday special beano grand prize each
Comique.
Pensacola and North Island are
night to the members of the Try- night. This is in addition to the
tohelp Club at the home of the mighty grand prize offered by the
former on West street. Eleven were Fair proper. Beano will be held
$275.00 IN PRIZES
present and the time was spent in in the usual quarters with a pub
sewing. Next Monday the Club lic address system bringing all
TO POULTRYMEN AND DAIRYMEN
will meet at the Eaptist vestry for contest and prize winning an
FOR BEST ANSWERS TO
a covered dish supper after which nouncements to the beano room.
a quilt will be tacked.
“WHY I LIKE PARK & POLLARD FEEDS AND
Mrs. Lina Joyce and Mrs. Mil
At the meeting of Winslow-Hol
SERVICE”
dred Rliodes will be in charge of brook Unit 1 Monday night plans
the program which will be presen were made for a National Defense
ter! Friday at the annual musical and Americanism night Feb. 10
CONTEST LASTS 15 WEEKS
afternoon meeting of the Twenti with speakers. President Mary
$10 EACH WEEK FOR BEST ANSWER
eth Century Club at the home of Dinsmore appointed Mrs. Delia
$5 EACH WEEK FOR NEXT BEST ANSWER
Miss Marion Weidman.
Day, Colonial Study, chairman;
Fred Trasik of Camden is visit Catherine Libby Pan-American
$50 GRAND PRIZE
ing at the home of his son-in-law Study Chairman and Amelia Ken
FOR BEST ANSWER DURING ENTIRE CONTEST
and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. George ney Americanism chairman. Hos
Crockett.
FOR DETAILS LISTEN TO WGAN
tesses for next meeting are Cath
EVERY MONDAY-WEDNESDAY-FRIDAY
Tlie Baptist Ladies Circle met erine Libby and Adah Roberts,
Wednesday afternoon at the home Supper Chairman Jan. 18, Mary
See Your Park & Pollard Dealer For Official Entry Blank
of the president. Mrs. Maud Walk Dinsmore. Covered dish supper pre
er, instead of with Mrs. Nina Car- ceded the meeting. Tlie Third
.AH Entries Must Be Accompanied By Purchase Slip I or
roll as planned.
District Council will meet Friday
Park & Pollard Feed
afternoon at Wiscasset in the Wo
SPONSORED BY
A modern treatment for old1 black mens Club room.
walnut furniture, is to remove the
PARK & POLLARD CO.
paint, smooth the wood with sand
Refusing to bless the foundation
paper, and apply raw linseed oil. stone of a new mast for the national
BOSTON, MASS.
BUFFALO, N. Y.
flag, a Nazi priest aroused great
7* It
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette indignation in Parana, Brazil.

Mrs. Lawrence Rowe, who
been confined to her home
the prippot has returned to
at Pern s laundry-.
Miss Marge Coding cf r
is the guest of Mr. and Mr
Savitt, 'Rankin street

What is your : *a
nor Bewails inaugural dation of a miniature fed-t
for Maine permitting the
t;ve to appoint d< par m<t t I
nOw elected by legislature. A”
General, Secretary of State
surer, and Agriculture Comm
er, but not the State nuditoi
about abolishing tlie Exr 1
Council as inefficient ar.d ir.< i
ingly unpopular? Forum di
sion for 3 p. m. in Grand '
hall (Friday at the Educa’.l
Club.

A special lot of Pall coats,
fur trimmed and plain, at
reduced prices liave been rt 11
at Lucien K. Green de Son
Burdell's Dress Shop. Odd 1 ]
Block, 16 School street. Rock
—adv.
l

zMIDDLE-AGI
WOMEN
heed this advice

Thousands of womi
are helped to go sin
ing thru dlstre
caused by this pern
ln a woman's life t
to 52) with Lydia
Pintham's Vegeta!:
Compound — fam ,
for over CO yrs. I Try

|BLACK

SEMI-AN
WOMEN’S Dili

S

It’s Here At Last! Our Annual
JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE

$3.50, $4.5(j
AT Tii

4

DRASTIC PRICE REDUCTIONS IN ALL DEPARTMENTS. OPEN EVENINGS.
Sale Begins THURSDAY, JANUARY 16TH. Buy More For Your Money!

In view of rapidly changing market conditions, we are again offering you the opportunity of buying at amaz
ingly Low Prices!
We are listing Only a Few of Our Hundreds of Sale Items. Shop Through Our Stores and Save Monc-J
MEN’S WEAR

COATS, DRESSES, HATS

Men's 35.00 Hart Schaffner & Marx Suits.
January sale price....................................................29.45

Men's 25.00 Suits; reduced to
19.85
Small Lot Men’s Suits
........................... 10.00
Men’s and Boys’ 18.50 Reversible Coats.
January sale price.......................................... ] ] 95
Men's 6.50 Suiting Pants. Now
4.95
4.00 Pants. Now
2.95
All of our Men’s Pants Reduced for This Sale
Men’s Winter Union Suits. January sale price .98
2.00 Union Suits. Reduced to
................... 1.69
2.00 Arrow Shirts. January sale 1.69’ 3 for 5.00
Men’s Interwoven Silk and Wool Hose; 50c
value; 3 pairs for............................................... f QQ

25c Hose.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .

.17; 3 pairs

Men's 5.00 Heavy Wool Pullover or Coat
Sweaters. January sale price.............
1 Table of Men’s Sweaters, val. to $2. Sale
Men's 2.00 Plaid Flannel Shirts, January sale
Boys’ 10.00 Horsehide Coats. January sale
price, while they last *

50

3.95
1.19
1.69
3.95

SPORTSWEAR
One Lot of Girls’ Wool Socks; reg. price 59c.
Sale price.......................................................
29
Girls’ Wool Skirts; sizes 4 to 16; reg. price
1.95. Sale price............................................... 1.53
Ladies’ Heavy Brushed Wool Sweaters, hood
ed and zipper models; reg. price 4.94 to
7.95 . Sale price............................. 2.79 and 3.79
Ladies’ Mannish Plaid Shirts, long sleeves;
reg. price 1.9 5. Sale price.......................... 1.57
One Lot Windproof Poplin Ski Suits, flannel
lined; reg. price 8.95. Sals price............. 6.89
Children's and Misses’ All Wool Ski Pants,
sizes 10 to 20; values to 3.95. Sale price 2.19
Ladies' and Misses’ All Wool Ski Jackets. Reg.
price 6.50 to 8.50. Sale price . . . 3.79 f0 5.45
Reg. 1.95 Wool Sweaters, short sleeve or long
sleeve, cardigan models. Sale price ... 1.65
Wool Skirts, all colors and styles; sizes 24 to
38; reg. price 1.95 to 2.95. Sale 1.59 and 2.35
Children’s All Wool Ski Suits; sizes 3 to 16;
reg. prices 6.95 to 10.95. Sale . . 4.39 to 7.49
Wool Mittens and Gloves; values to 1.00.
Sale price...................................................................... 57
Windproof Poplin Jackets with fur trimmed
hoods; reg. price 6.50. Sale price............. 4.95

Winter Sport Coats, fleeces, tweeds or plaid
backs. Reg. price 12.95. Sale price. . .
Ladies’ Fur Trimmed Winter Coats. Reg.
price 22.50 to 39.50. Sale price 17.69 to
One Rack of Winter Coats, values to 18.50.
While they last, Special at
Ladies’ Silk Dresses, newe st styles and col
ors. Reg. price 7.95. Sale price
Ladies’ Silk Dresses or Wool Dresses. Reg.
price 4.95. Sale price
One Lot of Silk Dresses; values to 7.95. Spe
cial Clearance Price
Ladies’ Felt Hats, values to 2.95. Sale price

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

1.00 and

310 MAIN ST.

R

25.39

6.95
5 45

3 29

1

2j

1.47

discounted styles

1.49
3.95
.89

UNDERWEAR AND HOSIERY
Women’s Silk Slips; reg. price 1.00. Sale
price
.82
Ladies Silk Panties and Vests; reg. price 59c.
Sale price
.49
Regular 2.00 Girdles. Now...................................
1.69
Reg. 1.00 Girdles. Now
.69
Ladies Flannel Pajamas and Gowns; values
to 1.95. Sale price
j <7
Children s Flannel Gow’ns and Pajamas; reg.

TO USEA//d
by
Jamous home cooking

u,»

If you're like countless homem
every day, you want one tloui t lu'
your baking needs
breads. Antfyou want a Hour you
—one that's always unifoim. Il
what Gold Medal "Kill n '•
you. This Mperior, all purpi
|
the finest selected wheats .ni'l
tested it cannot vary in baking a>
give it a final bake test. in home
make double sure it will act right
Try Gold Medal Flour with our
recipes, inside the sack excel ■
guaranteed every time! That's rc.i
omy! No wonder more women u ■
“Kitchen-tested” than any other

VALUABI

Build a lull
redeeming coul
quality silverwj
Community
offer also ma

A

nJTT,79/’; naie 1ricc •••.••

-57;2 pairs 1.00

LISTED]

w • ^le.p,ri,ce pair■ • •

-65; 2 pairs 1.25

GOLD MED!

Odd Lot of Full Fashioned Silk Hose; values

Winter Weight Ankle Socks; reg. price 25c
pair. Sale price, pair
Ladies’ Handbags, genuine' leather reg. price
1.95. Sale price .
Ladies' 1.00 Bags; reduced to
One Lot of 69c Full Fashioned Silk Hose;

nhH^?-riCr\,Jair 55c; Or 2 Pairs for.. .. .. .. .. .

-j 57

77
1 -00

Children s Cotton 1,00 Dresses; sizes 1 to 16,
includes Nancy Ellen Frocks. Sale price

THE WOMAN’S SHOP

R1

■7

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . each .79; or 2 for 1.50
These are only a very few of the many, many items in our Annual January Sale. Shop through our stores.

HASKELL & CORTHELL mJ

FRIDAY MORN!
FO'i
ALL SALES CASH

Women’s 6.75 Queen Quality Shoes. Janu
ary sale price........................................
4 gj
Enna Jettick 5.00 and 6.00 Shoes. Reduced to 3.95
Children’s and Misses’ Snow Boots, sheepskin
cuffs. January sale price
129 and
Men s 6.00 Bates Shoes. January sale price
Women’s Snap Overshoes, wool lined
(why go with cold feet?).............

SALE

CAMDEN

Britto’s Market
Duncan’s Market
First National Store
Tl:
Lineken’s Market
C

Brown’s Market
Carlton French Markd
First National Stores,
is a reg nt«-red t fit<*

______ ' ——1

I

Evcry-Othcr-Day
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Every-Other-Day
calcs and replicas of imales there were authenptructed. Noted flyers
heras aloft for the tna-

ccntering around the
^Mounted Police Is the
iiriiay feature at Park
(‘Danger Ahead" with
ill and Dorothea Kent
ling roles.

ie Theatre
le of hits presents a truly
jre when “North West
Police" is being shown
nd 17. Starring Gary
Madeleine Carroll, and
supporting cast of
headed by Paulette
’reston Foster and Robi. this dramatic story in
of "North West Mountis set in a period when
js threatened by a Civil
own as thousa ids of
revolted against the
t. Tt tells the love story
mnted Policemen, one in
a gallant nurse, the
Inated by an Indian girl
out as tame as a tiger,
re treat that can't be
always found at the

;ES
IAIRYMEN
TO

ID FEEDS AND
Ieeks
ANSWER
1ST ANSWER
|I*| CONTEST

OCl ETY.
Lawrence Rowe, who has
Miss Shirley F. Blackington, ac
been confined to her home with companied by Miss Carolyn Elwell,
;ie grippe* has returned to work Mrs. Jessie Kelley, Roy Whitten,
Frederick Elwell and Russell Kelley
<*» Perry's laundry.
of Thomaston attended rhe Ice
Marge Goding cf F-nrfisr Follies at Boston Gardens Monday.
s‘the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Er. _i
Savitt. Rankin street.
ar.d Mrs. Arnold Stimpson
">n Frederick are guests of
Mildred Waldron, South Main
Wnat is your reaction to Gover
nor sewall's inaugural recommen street.
dation of a miniature federel pl-n
Mrs. Arthur Bowley was hostess
,or M.une permitting the Ex"?"I ve '.o appoint department heads last night to A.O.A, Club, at sew
, ow elected by legislature, Attorney ing and luncheon. Miss Virginia
General. Secretary of State, Trea Post was elected treasurer.
ter. and Agriculture Commission
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur W. Doherty
er but not the State auditor? How
jjojt abolishing the Executive are spending a few days in Boston,
Council as inefficient and' increas and will return tomorrow.
es- unpopular? Forum discus
Mrs. Arthur L. Orne entertained
sion for 3 p. m. in Grand Army
Shakespeare
Society Monday night,
hall Friday at the Educational
with 22 members attending. Miss
Club.
Annie M Frost presented an ex
cellent
paper entitled “The Two
A .special lot of Fall coats, both
fold
Structure
cf the Play is
fur trimmed and plain, at sharply
Shakespeare's
Boldest
Experiment
reduced prices have been received
in
Dramatic
Art."
Mrs.
Ethel
at Lucien K. Green & Son and
Burdells Dress Shop, Odd Fellows Lovejoy was the leader, and act 11
Block, 1G School street, Rockland. of “A Winter's Tale" was read,
_adv.
137-tf those talcing part being Mrs. Jane
Beach, Mrs. Lou Emery, Mrs. Ger
11 trude Burrows, Miss Alice Erskine,
Mrs. Grace Lawrence, Mrs. Alice
Jameson, Miss Mabel Spring, Mrs.
, Josephine Rice, Mrs. Irene Walk
er, Mrs. Gertrude Wooster and
Mrs. Lovejoy. Mrs. Irene Walker
HEED THIS ADVICE!!
and Mrs. Ruth Ellingwcod gave
Thousands of women
are helped to go smil
questions
on the second act, and
ing thru distress
notes were read by Mrs. Irene Mo
caused by this period
in a woman's life (38
ran andi Mrs. Dorothy Ludwick.
to 52) with Lydia E.
Mrs. Walker will be hostess at the
Pingham’s Vegetable
Compound — famous
next meeting Jan. 27. when Mrs.
for over 60 yrs.l Try It!
Elizabeth Pomeroy will be leader.
•\jrs
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h i BIDAY
■In Lal I iiti v Klank

Pun base slip For

iBUFFALO, N. Y.
7‘lt

BLACKINGTON’S
SEMI-ANNUAL SALE
WOMEN’S DRESS AND NOVELTY

SHOES
$3.50, $4.50 and $5.00 Quality
AT THE PRICE OF

$2.00
Woney!

SALE STARTS '

buying at amaz-

FRIDAY MORNING AT 9.00 O’CLOCK

Save F-icncv! ___

FOUR DAYS

HATS

ALL SALES CASH

Ids or pis; 1
Pricc. . . . $3.25
oats. Reg.

310 MAIN ST.

ALL SALES FINAL

ROCKLAND

TEL. 593-M

* 17.69 to 25.39
b to 18.50.
tswm

les and col-

rc
Isses,

Reg.

7.95.

Spc-

IT S ECONOMICAL
J

Sale price

1.03 and
oes.

1.47

Janu-

Ay ChjCCcj* Qrc'tX-foj'.n—

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 4.95
Reduced to 3.95
i, sheepskin

.. 1.29 and 1.49
•y sale price 3.95
)nfcd...................... 89

tet?)

HOSIERY
il.OO.

Sale

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 82
price 59c.

vns; values

1.47

jamas; reg.

.57: 2 pairs 1.00
lose; values

.65: 2 pairs 1.25
price 25c

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 17

er reg. price

Silk Hose;

tor.. .. .. .. .. .

famous home cooking amhoruy

If you're like countless homemakers I hear from
every day, you want one flour that’s suited to all
your baking needs—pies, cakes, pastries and
breads. And you want a flour you can count on
—one that’s always uniform. I hat s exactly
what Gold Medal “Kitchen-tested” Flour offers
you This superior, all-purpose flour is made from
the finest selected wheats—anil so thoroughly
tex'ed it cannot vary in baking action. We even
give it a final bake test, in home style ovens, to
make double sure it will act right in your oven.
Try Gold Medal Flour with our "never fail .
recipes, inside the sack—excellent results are
guaranteed every time! That's real baking econ
omy! No wonder more women use Gold Medal
"Kitchen-tested” than any other flour’

VALUABLE SILVERWARE COUPONS

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 49
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 1.69
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 69
.. .. .. .. .. .. .

TO USE "Kitchen-tested FLOUR

1.00

izes 1 to 16,
Sale price

.79: or 2 tor 1.50

through our stores.

AMDEN

Build a full set of lovely Medality Pattern Silverware by
coupons packed in Gold Medal sacka Hne
quality silverware— genuine Tudor Plate made by Onenb
Community Silversmiths. Special part cas , par c
offer also made.
redeeming

ask any grocer
LISTED

BELOW TODAY

GOLD MEDAL

“Kitchen
•tested'

FOR

FLOUR

ROCKLAND
Britto’s Market
The Great Atlantic &
Pacific Tea Co.
Duncan’s Market
Jameson’s Market
First National Stores
The Perry Markets
THOMASTON
Lineken’s Market
Woodcock s Market

CAMDEN
Creat Atlantic & Pacific
Tea Co.
Packard’s Market

Mrs. Ronald1 Messer was hos
tess to Tuesday Night Club tliis
week at the home cf Mrs. Lawrence
Leach, for cards ar.d luncheon.
Prizes were awarded to Mrs. Leach
and Mrs. Clifton Cress.

THE
GOOD OLD DAYS

Would Be A Queen

OF

0

Week Days,
Sundays.

2.00, 6.30. 8.30
3.00. 6.30. 8.30

“COMRADE X”

Beer At Army Posts

Rockland Lions

This And That

LOCAL BANDS
Mrs. David McCarty entertained
Wednesday Night Club at her home
■' '•By
cn Grace street last night, with
IREE MEMBER
Miss Anne McLaughlin winning
i
high score, aud Mrs. John Chis i I ran across seme band picjpres
holm the consolation and travel
the other day while cleaning up
awards.
j some boxes of manuscript, old band
Mrs. Dcnald G Cummings, who books etc. I also dug out an old
has been a patient at Knox Hos photo of Col. Fied Meservey and a
pital, has returned to her home group picture in which George
cn North Main street.
Rackliff posed.
I also feund a picture of the old
Substitutions in the schools this
week, because of illness, were Mrs. Boys’ Band----- which is somewhat
Charlotte Hopkins for Mrs. Don faded. In some future sketch about
ald Matheson, and cadet teacher 1 some band job we played I will
Roger Dow of Wiscasset for Mrs. .-.end tjiese several pictures to ye I N **,
Carol Jillson. Mrs. Mae Perry sub editor.
stituted for Mrs. Helen Perry at
Believe it or not, every time I
the Purchase street school, who was plan to write a band sketch and
Miss Mildred Stevens of Belfast
absent because of the death of her get snuggled up to the cld type- is a candidate for the Snow Bowl
mother, Mrs. Ida Dalzell.
] writer—please, please, it is a ma Queen contest in connection with
chine and not what you thought
Members of Knox County Minis- cf first—memory fills my head sc the Camden Winter Sports Carni
teria Association and their guests full of incidents connected with, val to be held February 14-15-16.
held a monthly meeting and din but not exactly of. band lore proper Miss Stevens is 18 years of age and
ner Monday night, in the Congre that I find it hard to refrain from a student at Crosby High School.
is being sponsored by the Bel
gational Church vestry, with 23 jetting said incidents down and— She
fast
Chamber of Commerce, Arlpresent. Rev. J. Charles MacDon the the first thing I knew I have
berg
Ski Club, and friends in Bel
ald spoke on “Getting the Men to my sketch all written and have to
fast.
Skating is her favorite sport.
Work,” and Mrs. C. Vaughn Over postpone the band sketch.
She
also
skiis.
Here's another crack at Al Sleeper
man of Rockport gave an interest
ing review cf a book on music for When the band boys found out that
church. Rev. F. Ernest Smith of he was soon to be married they The Ski Gull Club
Rockport discussed Roger William decided to give him a serenade he
Riis’ article in Readers’ Digest would remember. Tlie fly in the
Tlie dinner was in charge of Miss ointment was that the date of the
Fred Harden Elected
wedding was kept a profound secret,
Charlotte Buffum
President Last Night—
Al was evasive to the nth degree
Busy Season On
Another of those automobile and we couldn't get a bit of inside
Information.
I
guess
every
mem

crashes which have become so
At last night's meeting of the Ski
familiar to the residents near the ber cf the band was on the job of Gull Club of Rocklar.d, the follow
corner of Broadway and Rankin finding when the date would be ing officers were elected: President,
street, occurred there Tuesday aft and, finally, Charlie Robinson un Fred Harden;
vice president,
ernoon. Involved- this time was earthed tlie secret. Al and “Bern” Joseph Emery. Jr.; secretary-trea
a truck driven by Donald Huntley, were to be married about noon by surer, Paul Merriam; hospitality
an employe of Sayward's Garage; some minister who lived somewhere committee. Miss Erleen Cates and
and a car driven by Mrs. Madeline north of tlie Post Office.
With that meagre information we Miss Shirley Stickney.
| Spear of Rankin street. The truck
The membership of the Ski Gulls
had to be content. We had watch
was coming south on Broadway ers posted to watch for the couple, at the present time includes: Er
and the Spear ear was proceeding and when they were finally seen nest Crie, Don Karl, Richard Karl.
east on Rankin street. Huntley ycung Ben Farnham was delegated Paul Merriam, Sidney Harden,
applied the brakes, but the truck to trail the n on his bike and re Richard Harden, Fred Harden
swung across the street striking port,
He followed them and Milton Rollins, Wendell Blackman.
the end cf the iSpear car, and learned that they were to take the Stanton Sleeper, Joseph Emerv. Jr..
bringing up against a telephone pole- 1.40 train for somewhere. We has Kent Glover, Edward Gordon. Ken
Huntley was taken to Knox Hos tily gathered at the depot and neth Post. Miss Shirley Stickney
pital. where several stitches were when Al and his bride arrived they Miss Muriel Baum. Miss Erleen
required for a bad cut on his fore were greeted with “Here comes the Cates, Miss Frances Marsh.
head. Mrs. Spear was not injured. bride" in fine style. Wish you
Plans were made fcr a showing
Patrolman Ingraham investigated. could have seen their faces about of some ski reels at a later date
then!
All their carefully laid and this meeting will be open to
Educational Club Forum Quiz: plans had come to naught . Well, all people interested in skiing.
Which cf the various plans being the Band showed them very little
Further business included the
proposed to our state legislature meicy and if ever a couple got a buying of a large first aid kit to
for raising fund's for the needy *ound band-spanking they were be used by the Ski Gulls. Edward
aged meets your full approval? that couple.
Gordon is to buy the kit and Sid
How about the State lottery bill,
All we couid round up on such ney Harden Will be responsible for
or E. Sam Far wells plan, to tax short notice was about 16 players its being at any place where the
tobacco, soft drinks, candy, amuse but we made up on volume what Ski Gulls are in action.
ment admissions, cosmetics and we lacked in numbers. We kept it
Next Sunday the Ski Gulls will
jewelry? How about abolishing up, much to tlie enjoyment of the mf«L at the corner of Elm and
the Executive Council after a ref bystanders, until “all aboard” Main streets at 9.30 a. m. to leave
erendum? Preceding the public sounded. Al looked much relieved for the Mt. Megunticcok Ski Trail
-supper and the address by Dr. and thanked us and bade us fare taking lunches along and going to
Francis I,. Bailey, former Vermont well—or so he thought!
the Camden Snow Bowl at noon.
We thought differently. We had
State Education Commissioner, will
In the afternoon there will be a
be an attractive afternoon program a mileage book and bearded the practice session for the Ski Gulls
with Mrs. W. O. Fuller's author’s train. The newlyweds were dumb under the capable guidance of Sid
readings of her hitherto unpub founded. We marched the aisles in ney Harden.
lished poems, an address by former the car and played the wedding
Following the practice session
Congressman E. Carl Moran, sub march lustily to make sure that all there will be an informal slalom
and
sundry
would
know
that
the
ject “The International Situation.”
race .with the Penobscot Valley Ski
papers by Nettie Stewart, Mabel couple in the comer had “just gone Club 6f Bangor. Don Karl and
Harding. Etta Stanley and others and done it,” and succeeded fright Ernest Crie will be in charge of
on persors eligible to cur Maine fully. When the train reached the boys.
The Knox County
Hall of Fame, brief talks on cur Thomaston we made as though to Camera Club has been invited to
disembark
much
to
the
relief
of
the
rent events, and a paper on
Did we leave them? Oh, be at the Ski Trail in the morning.
Thoreau by Mrs. Eunice Mayo Till ,(culprits.
The next meeting of the Ski
no!
son, of Thomaston.
When the train started we trailed Gulls takes place in its meeting
back and tortured them some | room over Crie's at 7.30 p. m. Wed
more. “Hey,” cried Al, “Where the nesday Jan. 22. All young people
devil are you going?” Then we all who are interested in skiing and
Friday and Saturday
chanted, "were going with you, all its promotion are invited.
the way.” Poor Al ana Bernice!
I guess they believed it—they had ANNE LINDBERGH’S BOOK
a very baffled expression on their
Attacked In Washington As
faces anyway.
Reflecting ‘'Skillful German
We trailed them to Warren and
Propaganda”
would have gone farther but the
_ JAMES HEWIll
beys had to get back to their
Mrs. Anne Morrow Lindbergh's
jobs and so we left them, marched
best
seller, “The Wave of tlie Fu
from the station into Warren prop
TODAY
er, playing happily all the way, and ture,’’ was attacked in Washington [
boarded tlie electric car for home. as reflecting “Skillful German
MICKEY
JUDY
It was a barrel of fun and I doubt propaganda.”
ROONEY-GARLAND
The description was broadcast to
! if Al and Bern will ever forget their
'STRIKE UP THE BAND'
band serenade. Hcpe not. I hope the nation by Mrs. Ellin Mackay
that way down deep they enjoyed it Berlin during an American Forum
of the Air debate between repre
almost as much as we did
sentatives of the Committee to De
(To be continued)
fend "America by Aiding the Allies
Mr. and Mrs Philip Howard and the “America First" commit
R.OC KLAMO
have returned from New York tee.
Speaking for advocates of aid to
where thev have been visiting Cieir
son Ccnrad, the past two months. the allies, Mrs. Berlin, wife of the
composer of “Gcd Bless America,"
Friday and Saturday
Aborigines of New Zealand are described Mrs. Lindbergh's treat- j
sending gift boxes containing shark, ment of democracy as “heartbreak
SKY-HIGH THRILLER1
eels and crayfish to aborigine ing "—the work of a “sensitive and
gentle woman who has been beWith the firatefrtj Acknowledged Cwperjtion o! thi soldiers serving overseas.
; wildered and frightened ty skillful
UNITED STATES NAVY
German propaganda.
I “She speaks of it tenderly, but
'she speaks of it as though it were
dead—drowned in that wave of
tyranny against whose inevitability
>•
Mrs. Lindbergh refuses to fight.”
THURS.-FRI, JAN! 16-17
she explained. “That is not true.
Positively Two Days Only
Democracy is alive here—it is alive
in England.
“Northwest Mounted
“The Nazis have disguised oldPolice”
fa^hicned
tyranny to look like
with
something
new.
They have touched
Cary Cooper. Madeleine Carroll
Ruth HUSSEY
the heart of a poet like Mrs. Lind
(Valter PIDGEON/
[SAT., JAN. 18. ONE DAY ONLY bergh. In this war Mrs Lindbergh
Paul
Shapoerd z.'
wculd have us believe that there is
(ELLY • STRUOWICK
Cash
Night
Come
Collect
$247
a conflict, net between good and
Hat PENDLETON
Radio
Villiagers
Don't
Miss
evil,
but between the old and the
* '•‘con '
7/7
rctui
new. She is even wrong about
LUM AND ABNER
which is the old. A man has led
in
his
people out to conquer. There is
NOW PLAYING
“Dreaming Out Loud” nothing
new about that. Democra
with
DISPATCH FROM REUTERS’
cy is a lot newer than tyranny.
FRANCES
LANGFORD
with
“We know that our last hope of
also
EDW ARD G. ROBINSON
safety lies in helping Britain to stop
“Arizona Kid”
Hitler new before he can invade
Roy Rogers, Gabby Hayes
our shores or use his propaganda to
destroy cur way of life. That
| Coming SUN.-MON, JAN. 19-20
knowledge is not propaganda, it is
plain American commonsense/’—
Clark Gable. Hedy LaMarr
m
Christian Science Monitor
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Get Timely Points From
Director Shaw of Highway
Safety Division
Fiom an excellent authority the
Rockland Lions yesterday received
seme valuable advice concerning

By K. 8. P.

A constant and well-informed
reader of Tire Courier-Gazette
sends me this item: “At a recent
scap sale in town a woman bought
two dozen cakes of very nice hand
soap and sent it by express to
friends in China who are deprived
of that greatly needed commodity.
China has had to put bans on
much that Americans feel it im
possible to live without.”

«*♦ *

Rock salt used by the Water
Company on their stretch of side
walk on Lindsey street is the very
best protection for pedestrians
when ice is thick and hard and
impossible to move. '

* ♦ ♦ *
Geologists have just discovered
another gold vein near Musha, the
famous village of head hunters in
Formosa. Why is it that people
are now able to discover so many
gold deposits when no one uses
gold?
• • • •
Teacher: "What is hail?”
Billy: “It's just hard boiled
water, I guess.”
• * • •
Kipling’s old home at Burwash,
England, has been opened to the
public.
* • • *
What next? Perfumed butter is
the latest fad in Paris restaurants.
All that is needed in butter is
plenty of rich cream flavored with
and perfumed with clover blooms
and new mown hay, a little salt
but not tco much.
♦ ♦ ♦ *
The next total eclipse of the sun
will occur Sept. 21 and will be best
seen in China. Hcpe there is
nothing significant about this.
♦ ♦ • ♦

Italy is officially urging her peo
ple to eat more grapes. Soon they
will be eating grapes of wrath.
* # # *

Potatoes are cn the wings of
travel and it would be interesting
to follow the crop throughout its
journeyings. Gocd crop this year
and why should it not bring to
Maine a pile of ready cash?

♦♦ ♦ ♦

“Local government, after all,"
said Thomas E. Dewey, “is the
cornerstone of democracy.”
• • • *
The x-ray photographic pictur
ing is being done so swiftly these
days that it takes less than 1-100
of a second to get clear perfect
films of trouble sections.

♦ • ♦ ♦

Did you ever realize that the
Golden Rule works like gravitation.

♦ ♦♦ •

Where is the man who doesn't
like to see smiling, cheerful faces
at home? Some women think if
they keep a dust cloth and a broom
always handy they are home
makers. It takes more than that.

♦ #* ♦

Hint—To remove mildew from
leather rub a bit of vaseline into
the parts thoroughly, then polish
with a soft, clean cloth, that has
been moistened with a few drop.
of glycerine.
♦ ♦ » ♦
One must study and le^rn to bpcome a dahlia expert. They need
proper cultivation to be at their
best, sandy soil, no sour or acid
soil, well drained, full exposure to
the sunshine. Plant early enough
so they do not sprout too mucn in
the cellar or wherever kept for
over Winter. Use coal ashes for
pests.

• • • »

"What svas the name of the ship
the Puritans came over in. pupils?"
Small boy: “The Hard Ship.”
* * * e
Harvard University's Blue Hill
observatory has uncovered import
ant facts which will enable natural
scientists to predict more accurate
ly the time of a storm’s arrival
and has learned many of the in
side secrets of wind storms.
• • * *
Did anyone in Rockland ever
hear of a Brunswick stew except
possibly as a football epic? Down
in Virginia they picnic on Bruns
wick stew and it is made of chick
en and lamb and beef and onions
and lima beans and potatoes and
corn cut fresh from tlie cob, car
rots and shell beans with water
and seasoning. Ana if you .ask
me I will tell you that it is a grand
dinner.

State Director Gearge I. Shaw
who Instructs the young idea—not
how to shoot, but how to drive

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
In your Saturday edition I no
ticed a letter signed “Subscriber’’
rehashing the question of selling
beer i.t Fort McKinley and other
Army posts. As the wife of a non
commissioned officer of Battery
E. I feel that I have a right to pre
sent my views on this subject. I
have talked with the wives of other
soldiers snd our opinion is unani
mous: that it would be ridiculous,
ineffectual, and downright unfair
to attempt to stop the sale of beer
on Army posts.
Everyone of us feels that we
would far rather see our husbands
having a few drinks at tlie noncom’s club or the post exchange
than going into Portland, hanging
around civilian beer joints where
opportunities for every form of
trouble are greatly increased, per
haps missing the boat back to the
island, and thus getting into diffi
culty. Furthermore, it would not
by any means prevent the soldiers
from drinking, since every trip to
Portland would result in extra im
bibing, simply because "stolen
fruits taste the sweetest.”
Every man in tlie United States
has a legal right . . . though some
narrow-minded fanatic will deny
them the moral right ... to go into
a saloon and have a few drinks.
Why, then, should these boys who
are serving in the Army . . . many
of them under compulsion, and at
tlie loss of other jobs ... be refused
the right of every other free citi
zen? These boys are not having
a vacation. They are working in
rain sncw and cold for low wages,
taken away from their homes and
families, under a set of rules and
regulations far more restraining
than any civilian laws. It is downlight cruel to deny them a form of
lelaxaticn and pleasure that any
civilian can freely enjoy.
As for politics being involved, it
seems very unlikely, since such
places as tlie non-com's club are
strictly non-profit organizations.
Our sons, husbands, und brothers
are just a.s safe in the two or three
places at ti e fert where beer is sold
as they are in their own home
towns where there are beer joints
cn almost every corner.
I can cn’.y suggest that in the
very remote eventuality that the
sale of beer is forbidden on army
pests, Corporal Chandler would be
very wise to request an immediate
transfer to some remote outpost
where he is very unlikely to meet
anyone from tlie 240th, and there
after to live and let live and prac
tice up in tolerating the scarlet
sins of others.
Soldier’s Wife

the operation of a motor car. The
speaker was George I. Shaw, State
director of tlie Highway Safety
Division cf the Maine State police
—no stranger to the local club, and
always its very welcome guest.
Declaring that child education is
his special hobby Director Shaw
told how last Fall the Department
put in operation a regular radio
broadcast every Saturday morning.
“Back in 1936.” said <the speaker,
“they told us we weie wasting our
time trying to educate the young
school children And it was dis
couraging ut first because hundreds
of little children were frightened
when they saw a police officer come
into the room, and seme sobbed
and had to be taken out. But we
tried to sell them the idea that a
policeman was a pretty good fellowafter all, and now it is no uncom
mon thing to see officers playing
baseball or football with the pupils
on the school playgrounds. The
children wculd take our instruc
tions home, sometimes to be dis
couraged by their parents, who de
clared that they didn't need to
have any officer tell them how to MRS. ADA DALZELL
walk and where.
Mrs Ada (Fiske) Dalzell died at
"About half of the fatalities are her
home on Mechanic street, Jan.
due to pedestrians stepping out 11. after an illness of a year—an
between paiked cars or crossing
illness which was borne with cour
the street at other than the inter
age and the Christian spirit which
section points. There would be a had been so much a part of her en
failing off in these tragedies if the
life.
adults were made to believe what | tire
Mis.
Dalzell was born March 24,
the children learn.”
1871,
in
Rockland, daughter of the
Shaw told how schoolboy patrols
late
James D. and Emeretta
have been established, a bit, diffi
cult in High Schools where the stu (Thcrndyke) Fiske. After graduat
ing from Rockland High School in
dents are apt to assume knowledge
1889 as an honor student, she
Rockland High was referred to as
taught
three years at the Purchase
the only High School ih the State
Street
School.
where the operation of motor
She was married to John M. Dal
vehicles is taught, and compli
zell
in January, 1893. She was an
mented Principal Joseph E. Blais
active
member of the First Baptist
dell and Supt. George J. Cum
Church
which she joined in 1906.
ming cn the progress which has
She
was
a keen student of the
been made.
Bible
and
Fcr the first half of the school every way. a sincere Christian in
year it is a book course. Some
Surviving are the two daughters,
persons wonder hew anybody can
Mrs.
Helen Perry of Rockland and
iearn to drive an automobile, out
Mrs.
Frank
Grant of Rhode Lsland;
of a book, but the student can
a
grandson,
Frederick M. Perry, a
learn what makes a car go. The
student
at
University
of Maine; a
course for the last half of the year
s'ster,
Mis.
Karl
B.
Sturgis of
is an actual eperation. a dual con
Pownal,
and
a
brother,
Louis T.
trol car and an instructor being
Fiske
of
Attleboro,
Mass.
placed at the students' disposal.
Tlie beginners were instructed by
an officer who had taken a spe held at The Thorndike Friday
night in connection with the zone
cial course in New York State
The speaker cited some absurd meeting at which 109 Lions
laws which were once in vogue in ire expected to be present from the
a mid-Western State, and said that clubs in this part of the State.
traffic conditions were changing so Earl Hodges, past international
rapidly it was difficult to keep president, and International Dl“ertor Fred H. Gabbi, will be the
pace with them.
The chief trouble, with many speakers.
drivers is that they contract vari
ous habits, and drive automatically.
A BIG FULLER
A specific instance was told of the
man who was driving over the
Wiscasset bridge, thinking of a
business deal he had just put
through. He failed to notice that
cuts your dusting time
the drawbridge was up although a
vessel was about to pass under it.
and the various signals were being
sounded. He discovered his dan America' * favorite du»t mop — and now
ger on’y when the forward wheels of the special low price, thrifty house
wives will surely want an extra one.
were headed toward the water.
Light, compoct, easy to use, Four strand
“What we want is better driving
cotton
yarn chemically treated, picks up
than we have at the present time,”
lint,
dust
and dirt quickly and easily.
said Director Shaw, who empha
sized that the greatest danger now
is seen in excessive speed and reck
less driving.
Merrill Bowles, an associate gen
eral agent of the State of Maine
Employment Service was a guest j
The meeting next week will be

DRY MOP

•* ♦•

If government could only de
velop a more brotherly spirit, but
will they? Is this to become the
only democracy in the world?

•♦• •

relief frem stuffy misery of

HEAD COLDS

England and Wales have 858.003
of the 75.009 020 horses of the
world. Scotland has 147DOO and
Ireland 524.C00. No wonder one |3 -PURPOSE|
sees so^ few of the much loved
MEDICINE 1
___ 1
steed in this country.

•• •♦

A pretty young girl applied for
a job in an office and was given an
application blank to fill out. When
she came to one question that read
"Last engaged,” she wrote, "To
Jack Miller."

• • ♦ •

Did you know that the poison of
bees Is used in treating a certain
Subscribe to The Courier-Oaxett* type ol brain trouble?

Are swollen mem
branes and clog
ging mucus caused
by a stuffy head
cold making life miserable for you?
Then relieve discomforts with a few
drops of Vicks Va-tro-nol up each
nostril.
Va-tro-nol Is so effective because.
It does three Important things—
(I) shrinks swollen membranes-(2)
soothes Irritation—(3) helps flush nasal
passages, clearing clogging mucus.

... And remember,

/AZ1

when used In time,______ Az ? ' fi)
Va-tro-nol helps VICKS-x/n
prevent many colds

from developing.

VA'lRQ'ROL

BUY MOW

end SAVE MONEY.
Prompt Service end Delivery
through your Fuller Peeler

FLORIAN CLARK
Local Dealer
93 Lin.eiock St, Tel. 43I-W
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According to our records, only trasurer; Helen Hahn, color bear
The younger sewing girl*
two clubs in Knox and Lincoln er.
counties have 100 percent attend learned the parts of the sewing
ance so far this year. They are: machine while the cocking girls
Singing Sewing 4-H of West Rock made toast.
AND THE
The Bristol Maids met last week
port which has held six meetings.
Miss Dorothy Kellar is the leader at the church vestry to discuss
KNOX LINCOLN FARM BUREAU
and Miss Carolyn Andrews, her plans for making money for the
assistant; they are also members club. Further plans for a candy
of the club. The Thrifty Stitchers and pastry sale will be made at
Agriculture
■ Farm Bureau in Aina Jan. 8, at of Waldoboro led by Mrs. Mildred the next meeting, Jan. 16. Mrs.
Next week ccmpletes the plan- Erskine hall. Other officers elect- Abbotoni have held two meetings Dorothy Camerofi, leader, and Mrs.
ning and farm management meetwere: Mrs. Louise Jewett, sec- with a perfect attendance. This Lillian Benner, assistant leader,
helped the girls with learning
ir~- which have been held in the retary; Mrs. Nina Oheney and club was reorganized, Jan. 3.
parts of the sewing machine and
A
stitching
contest
for
the
firstcour.ty by the Extension Service. Mrs. Mary Huewel, clothing lead
making toast.
ers;
Mrs.
Christina
Albee
and
year
sewing
girls
was
held
at
a
Monday. Jan. 20. Tenants Harbor:
The Winners of Vinalhaven met
Tuesday. Union; and Wednesday. Mrs. Louise Jew'ett, foods leaders; meeting of the Fox Islanders of
at
the home cf a club member,
i Mrs. Ella Erskine and Mrs. Caro Vinalhaven, Jan. 8. at the home of
Wes. Aina and Sheepsoot.
i Genthner. home management lead- their leader, Mrs. Barbara Nut Ruth Carver, Jan. 6. Mrs. Ken
Do'ialc’ Reed of the Extension | ers.
Tlie home demonstration ting. Irene Ames was the winner neth Cook, leader, taught the girls
Se:vice w.ll hold a series of three i agent was in charge of planning J of the contest. The cooking girls how to make holders. For the
tax meetings as follows: North ! the program of meetings for 1941. discussed muffin making,
next meeting. Jan. 20. Jane Libby
Whitefield at the Grange hall,
and
Marion Philbrook were chosen
Miss Anna Simpson, county club
Jan. 23 at 1.30; Hope. Thursday i The county agent, Ralph Wentfor
the refreshment committee;
evening at the Grange hall. Jan. j worth, opened the morning session agent, explained judging contests, and Hazel Gray and Joann John
they are conducted and their
23 at 7.30; and Rockland, Friday, with facts on an actual farm ac- j
i
count
which
was
followed
by
a
purpose
at a meeting of the Happy i son to plan the entertainment.
Jan. 21 at 130 at the Court Hcuse.
talk on home accounts and ana- , juniors of West Rockport, Jan. 9.
Saturday afternoon. Jan. 26. alysis bv Miss Rich
.
|
meeting was held at the home BOYS WILL BE BOYS
Ccunty Agnnt Wentworth will meet
At Whitefield, the men and of the president. Charlene Heald.
with the Alfred Laker 4-H club of women of the Farm Bureau met i Mrs. Gladys Keller is the leader
An Incident In Life of Congress
„
man Littlefield Recalled by
Hope of which Mrs. Lura Norwood : for a joint sessicn. Jan 9 with j The Jolly Toilers of George>s
s leader. Garaen and poultry will | the county agent and home dem- ! River road. Thomaston, met at
onstration agent in charge.
In home of their president, Eleanor
Dover-Foxcroft, -Jan. 13
oTZT
!the morninS an analysis of the Nelson. Thursday evening. Jan. 9.
Editor
of
Tlie Courier-Gazette:—
the high State of Maine hen, at farm and home expenditures and Miss Anna Simpson, county club
,
,
,
.
„
i
.
The
item
in a recent issue of The
the State egg laying contest at
receipts
of
an
actual
family
were
agent,
demonstrated
making
bound
Gourler-Gazette
in which C E
Highrnoor Farm. Monmouth, with
given
and
there
was
opportunity
and
worked
button-holes
and
the
Littlefield
’
s
shaving
mug was men-!
30 eggs scoring 32.9 points. Foster
for
the
group
to
offer
suggestions
use
of
several
sewing
machine
attioned,
reminded
me
that the Con
Jameson of Waldoboro is leading
fer
improvements.
tachments.
A
check-up
of
the
gressman
was
a
resident
of Dover
the Barred Rock class at the con
In
the
afternoon
the
pregram
'
progress
members
have
made
on
in
his
tender
years,
his
father.
Rev.
test.
' their projects by the leader, Mrs. W. H Littlefield, having been pasfor
1941
was
made
up.
Officers
Frank Reed, poultry specialist,
will be in the county Tuesday, were elected as follows: Mrs. Eliza Mildred Harjula. will be a part of tor of the F. W. Baptist Church,
1859-63.
Jan. 21 and will hold a poultry beth Dunton, chairman; Mrs. Min the next meeting, Jan. 16.
Earle
Moore,
local
leader,
talked
When Charles E. was a candinie
Fowles,
secretary;
Mrs.
Georgia
meeting at Waldoboro High School
cn
feeding
chicks
at
a
meeting
at
dates
for Congress some aged peoRussell.
clothing
leader;
Mrs.
in the evening. He will discuss
his
home in Warren, Jan. 6. cf Pl<* here recalled that his conduct
George
Hausen,
foods
leader;
Mrs.
poul ry diseases. The meeting is
the George’s Valley 4-H boys. A in church was net all that could
being held ln connection with the Dora Jackson, home management
club mt mber. Vaughn Philbrcok, be desired and that cn one occaleader;
Mrs.
Minnie
Fowles,
li

county meeting of the Lincoln
who is enrolled in the poultry ,sion his father left the pulpit, went
County Poultry Improvement As brarian; ar.d Mrs. George Hausen, project, told a,bout the care of his ,t0 the family pew and shock the
sociation. of which Herbert Spear 4-H Club.
hens. Mrs. Moore, assistant lead- 1 future Congressman up.
cf North Ncbkboro is president.
At Montsweag, 18 women at
er,
conducted games and servd re- '
L p. Evans
tended the planning meeting. Fri
With the Homes
freshments
after
the
subject
mati
day. Jan. 10, at the Good Will
Fifty beggars died from exposure
Miss Charlotte Cleaves, Exten Club House in Woolwich. The ter.
Ten
members
of
the
Alford
Lake
!
in
Piping. China, in a recent week.
sion clothing specialist, will held home analysis W3s discussed in the
4-H
club
met
at
the
home
of
their
a training class at the church morning. In the afternoon the
vestry in Wiscasset Jan. 16 for program was planned for 1941 leader. Mrs. Lura Norwood, Sat
clothing leaders from communities Officers elected were: Mrs. Edith urday. Jan. 11. Each of the four
bey's of the club made gavels,
in Lincoln county—’he subject tc Rice, chairman;
Mis. Gladys
be “Sewing Secrets,”
Leaders cherman. secretary; Mrs. Helen which were judged by the countyfrom Bristol. Boothbay. Orff's Gross, clothing; Mrs. Jessie Colby, club agent. Tire best one. made
Corner, Nobleboro. Damariscotta oods; Mrs. Ethelyn Shea, home by Rodney Norwood, will be given
Aina. Edgecomb. Mor.tswcag and management; and Mrs. Alice to the East Union Farm Bureau.
The second best is to be used by
Sheepscot will attend.
Of Tired Kidneys
Baker, librarian.
the club president. Althea Watson.
Miss Edna Cobb, heme manage
If backache and leg pains are making you
don’t just complain and do nothing
Miss Simpson discussed personal miserable,
ment specialist was in Rockland 1-H Club Notes
about them. Nature maybe warning you that
color
schemes
and
helped
the
girls
your kidneys need attention..
Final results of the 1940 twoJan. 7 at the (Farm Bureau office.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking
She and the home demonstration iar State canning contest con- choose not only some of their most excess
acids and poisonous waste out of the
blood.
They help most people pass aboat.8
becoming
colors,
but
also
colors
U'ted
by
the
Ball
Brothers
Com

agent. Lucinda Rich, made calls
a day.
cn Mrs. George Fish of Appleton pany of Indiana, have osen an that could be used most successful pints
If the 15 miles of kidney tubes and filters
don't work well, poisonous waste matter stays
Mrs. Mabel Wright of Hope. Mr nounced. Two girls from Kncx cr accessories with them.
in the blood.These poisons may start nagging
Officers were elected at a meet- backaches, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss at
and Mrs. Arthur Johnston and county were awarded cash prizes
and energy, getting up nights, swelling,
Mrs. R E. Miller of Washington, ;s fellows: Thelma Brownell of nig of the Thrifty Stitchers of pep
puffiness under the eyes, headaches and dizzlWaldoboro.
Jan.
7,
at
the
home
of
neas.
F requpnt or scanty passages with smart
ar.d M.s. E'.eanor Curtis and Mrs. Hope a member cf the lull Tcp
ing and burning sometimes shows there is someAubert Leigher cf Burkettville ’unions, piaced first in Class Cue their leader. Mrs. Mildred Abbo ttdng
wrong with your kidneys or bladder.
Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's
Officers for 1941 fellow:
Miss Ccbb gave information and and received $2. Rut.i Norwood toni.
used successfully by millions for over 40
of Union, a member of the Aifoid Edith Burgess, president; Gler.ys Pills,
help on family account books.
years. They give happy relief and will help
the
15
miles of kidney tubes flush out poison
Mank.
vice
president;
Virginia
Mrs. Helen Erskine was re Lake 4-Ii placed in Class Two ard
ous waste from the blood. Get Doan's Pills.
Hahn, secretary; Gloria Swanson.
elected chairman of the Womens'1 received $1.75.

The

WITH THE EXTENSION AGENTS

Every-Other-Day

January 16,1941

Annual Sale You Have Been Eagerly Awaiting!

Fannins

FRIDAY and SATURDAY
CUTLER’S, Rockland, Jan. 17-18

Chosen For You From a $324,000fStock!

BACKACHE,

LEG PAINS MAY

Scott Super-But

BE DANGER SIGN

This Comparison is
Worth Money to You!

(Registered)

Hold out no longer for that fine Scott Fur Coat you want!
Head straight for Cutler’s, Friday and Saturday, for your
biggest fur buying opportunity! Values that prove again
why more New England Women buy Scott Furs than any
others! EVERY SCOTT FUR COAT unconditionally guar
anteed! Juniors, Misses, Women’s and Half-Sizes. Liberal
Trade-in Allowance on your old Fur Coat!

USUM-W «’ “2,

I • seal or Bca\/

MoutonLarnb

Seal
Dyed
Coney.
Usually

A Comparison of “All Three” Low-Priced Cars with Leading High-priced Cars in Quality Features
Haw “AM Thm” Low-Fricad
Cars Compare in the 22
Important Features Found
in High-Priced Cars.
PLYMOUTH HAS 21
CAM“2“HAS9
CAM"3"HAS 7
*2895 CAR
*2595 CAR

>1594 CAR

Lst-Out

LOWEST-PRICED

Raccoon

PLYMOUTH
LOWEST-PRICED
CAR “2"

Usually

Skunk 6reatcoate

1

Established Ji

The Water

First Installm
Bill Introduce
Dwinal of Car

TWO DAYS ONLY!
Luxurious
Scott
Mink or Sable
Blend
Muskrat
Usually
$149.

Issued
TUESDAY
Thursday
Saturday

Towest-priced

An Act to Incorpi
Water District.
Be it enacted by tl
State of Maine, as f
Sec. 1. Terrltoiii
iwrftte name; purpo
the provisions of sec
hereof, the territo
constituting the clt
the towns of Camde
Thcmaston shall ccr
municipal corporal:
name of Knox Wa
the purpose of suppl
tants ot said city o
the towns of Can
Thomaston and G
said municipalities i
for domestic, sanlta
pal purposes, and
shipping.
Sec. 2. Source o
said Knox Water I
purposes of its ir|
hereby authorized t<
vert, use and distrib
Mirror lake in the
port, and Chickawi
uated in Rockland
port, and from ai:
from which the Can)
land Water Compa
thorized to take a a)
Sec. 3. Right of <
conferied. The said
purposes of its u
hereby authorized tc
as for public use
otherwise, any lan|
therein, or water r
for erecting and ma
for flowage, for p<
Ing its water supp
mains, for reservoir.1
the purity of the w
shed, for laying a
aqueducts and othei
taking, distributing
and disposing of
rights of way or r
sources of supply, du
tions, reservoirs, m
structures and land.*,
Sec 4 Authorize!
over public ways. T
is hereby authorize
through the streetfl
highways a.nd bridg
and towns, and aero:
therein, and to mainl
replace all such p
and fixtures as m«
and convenient fo
purposes, and wheri
trict shall lay any
ducte in any street
highway, it shall cai
be done with as li
as practicable to th
and shall at its own
out unnecessary de
earth and pavement |
to be replaced in p
Sec. 5. Authorize:
and reservoirs ; to
waters. Said water
by authorized for t
its incorporation to e
tain all dams, reserv
tures necessary and
its corporate purpose
district is also hereb;
lay, construct and
pipes and fixtures
under navigable wat<
and maintain struc
subject to the laws
States.
Sec. 6, Procedure
right of eminent idor
cislng the right of e
conferred upon it by
to time, or any rig
domain through or i
chise of any water
acquired, the .said d
in the office of the i
sioners of Knox Col
in the registry of
county plans of the
lands or interests 1
ter rights to be take
propriatc descriptor
the owners thereof
for any reason the
acquire the propeit.\
be taken and which
such location, or tl
corded is defective i
may at any time ct
feet such taking anc
scription thereof, ar
the district is liab
only for the propert’
cwner had not prevh
to be assessed as of
original taking; an|
rhall not be habl

CAR“3”

OF “ALL 3”LOW-PR1CED CARS, PLYMOUTH IS MOST

ELKS

’.Xl&su,,

JANUARY 2<

LIKE THE HIGH-PRICED CARS!
OK at “AU 3” new low-priced cars on
the 1941 Quality Chart...and you’ll
seein how very many ways thenew Plym
outh gives you more for your money!
High-priced cars are alike in 22 big
features. Of “All 3’ ’ low-priced cars, only

C

> LOOK AT 1941 PRICES OF “ALL 3 " Plymouth
is lower-pricod than tha “other 2” on many
models! Plymouth Division of Chrysler Corporation.
PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

“RIDE IT.

Plymouth offers a majority of these!

Ride Plymouth—enjoy new HighTorque Engine Performance...the room
and riding comfort of a 117-inch wheel
base. Ride Plymouth,and you’ll buy it!

USED
GAR
BUYS

Visit your Plymouth Dealer’s Jan
uary Used Car Clearance—get a
good buy in a late model Plym
outh. A late model Plymouth used
car has more modem, fine-car fea
tures than many 1941 new cars!

AND YOU’LL

BUY IT”

• “ink or SaWe Bl
ereatcoats
i • SiNer f ox
chekiang

DINNEH
DANCE 9.30 T«|

Make Reserval

• Brown or 6r,?’racui Lambs

^^Friendliest, m°3t
NO

eAYMZt” FbAN. « r

P.MOVS SCOTT UNlQ^J^gland! Ne

Use the F™ent arrangement

liberal pay01
ment

CUTLER’S

Black

Dyed
Persian
Paw.
Usually

ROtKLAND

